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HE present edition of the Sacred Books of the Old Testament in Hebrew 
exhibits the reconstructed text on the basis of which the new translation 

of the Bible has been prepared by the learned contributors mentioned on the 

other page of the cover. It is, therefore, the exact counterpart of the English 

edition. Wherever the translation is based on a departure from the Received 
Text, the deviation appears here in the Hebrew text. Transpositions in the 

translation are also found here in the original. 

Departures from the Received Text are indicated by diacritical signs: 

« (2. e. V = Versions) designates a reading adopted on the authority of the 

Ancient Versions; «© (2. e. c = conjecture), conjectural emendations; and © (Z, e. 

3 = 1p3), changes involving merely a departure from the Masoretic points, or 
a different division of the consonantal text (e. g. nv. 2131, Eccl. 10,1). A pod! 
indicates transposition of the Masoretic piDDd AID; *« is used in cases where the 
‘ip has been adopted instead of the a.n2, and \" for changes introduced on the 

strength of parallel passages. Doubtful words or passages are marked with 

notes of interrogation (::). Occasionally two diacritical marks are combined, 

e. g. **, Ze. deviations from the Received Text suggested by the Versions as 

well as by parallel passages; or *>, z. e. departures from the Masoretic points 
supported by the Versions, &c. — In cases where two or three consecutive 

words are transposed the traditional sequence is indicated by 1 2 3 &c. respecti- 

vely prefixed to the individual words (e. g. 13 , 25). Hopelessly corrupt passages 

are indicated by «++++, while asterisks * * * * point to /acuz@ in the original. 

The text has been left unpointed except in ambiguous cases. The headings 

printed in RED (pp. 1.13. 16.17.23.26.27.38), of course, do not constitute a part 

of the reconstruction of the original text of the book of Jeremiah but have been 

added by Professor CORNILL. 

The Ancient Versions are referred to in the /Vofes under the following 

abbreviations: #t = Masoretic Text; 6 = LXX; € = Targum; $= Peshita; 

£= Vetus Latina; 3 (7. e. St. Jerome) = Vulgate; A = Aquila; 0 = Theodotion; 

X= Symmachos. ws denotes the Samaritan recension of the Pentateuch. 6A 

means Codex Alexandrinus (A), 6l = Lucianic recension (A), 6M = Ambrosianus 

(F; — M = Mediolanensis), 65 = Sinaiticus (8), 6VY = Vaticanus (B); €9 is the 

Targum of Onkelos, €’= Targum of Pseudo-Jonathan; AV = Authorized Version, 

RV = Revised Version, RVM = Revised Version Margin, OT = Old Testament. 

It has not been deemed necessary to classify all the divergences exhibited 
by the Ancient Versions. As a rule, only those variations have been recorded 

on the authority of which an emendation has been adopted by the editor of 

the text. 

The heavy-faced figures in the left margin of the WVoées (1, 2, 3, &c.) refer 

to the chapters, the numbers in ( ) to the verses of the Hebrew text. The mark , 

means omit(s) or omitted by. 
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Ce VD. 

17,19-24 

17, 25-27 

18, 1-16 

18 , 17-28 

19,1-20,5 

20,6 

20,7-18 

21,1-4 

21,5-14 

22,1-4 

22,5-23,6 

23,7.8 

23,9-40 

24 
25, 1-16 

25, 17-38 
26 

27 
25r i 

28, 15-7 
28 , 8-17 

29,1-7 

29, 8-32 

30, 1-6 

30,7-31,21 

31, 22-40 

32, 1-11 

32,12-33,1 

33, 2-26 

34,1-7 

34,8 

34,9-22 
35, 1-14. 

3515-19 

36, 1-3 

Ott Aevemiah s<pesie— 

pp., Fe. ¢., Vv. pp., ff. 

= 38, 17-24. 36, 4-32 = 29. 
== 39, 1-6. 371.2 = 32, footnote. 

= 6,26-44 37,3 = 31, 32.33. 

Send dalle 37,4 = 32,22. 
Sie i fe 3755 = 32 31- 

= 28, 1-3. 37, 6-10 = 31,3439. 
— 20s TAG; 37), 11-36,4 = 3222-40. 

= 20, 36-41. 38, 5-28 —= 33; 1-37. 
== 21, 1-12. 38,28 == 33,43. 
= 18, 26-30. 39, 1.2 —s90nG7O: 

= 10; 39,3 = 33,43.44. 
= 23,15-18. 394-13 = 39, 10-22. 
= 20,1-35. 39,14 = 34,1.2. 

cae LA lOegae 39, 15-18 = 33,38-42. 
= 9,22-33. 40,15 = 39, 22-29. 

Onto As 40,6-41,16 = 34,2-44. 

= 28, 5-39. 41,17-43,6 = 35. 
= 30,8-34. 43,7-44,23 = 36. 
= 30,8. 44,2430 SHE 
aa 30,35-41. 45 = 30, 1-7. 

=e Sty eID, 46, I-12 == 10). 16-31. 

17); 35-40. 46, 13-26 = 25 , 23-38. 

= LoL-10} 46,27 = 25, footnote. 

= 2 2 ile 46,28 = 26, footnote. 

= 24. 47,13 == 1£0)33;35- 
== 25, 1-21. 47 ,4-48,43 = II. 
= 21,28-35. 48,44-49,27 = 12. 
ee 49 , 28-33 == 11}, Reh 

= 23,1-15. 49, 34-39 = 18, 18-24. 
== Wega 50, I-11 = 39, 31-42. 

= 31,40. 50,12-51,5 = 40. 

a2 Eo 51,6-48 == “it 

= 15,29-44. 51,49-64 = 42, 1-20. 
== ite velop 51,59-64 —=— 9 4-10: 

= 28, 41-44. 52, 1-19 = 42, 22-44. 

52,20-34 = 43. 

Corrigenda 

Page 3, line 6, for iypni read iypna. 

Page 15, line 6, for 41 read >. 

Page 16, line 37, for spndw read sarndw. 



HS Feremiah s2<p-ssi- 79 

Arrangement of the Cert 

In the present edition of the Book of Jeremiah the text is arranged in | 

chronological order as follows: 

I,1.2.4-19 ; 2, I-13. 18-37 ; 3, 1-5. 19-25 3 4, 3-9- 11-31; §, 1-19.23-31 ; 6; 3,6-16; 

II ; 12, 1-3.5.6; 18; 7; 8;9,1-21 ; 10,17-24 ; 25, 1-3.7-11.13%. 15-29 ; 46, 1-12 ; 47; 

48 , 1-217.25.28.35-44 ; 49, 1-33. 
14;15 , 1-10. 15-21; 16, 1-13.16-18.21;17, 1-4. 14-18; 12, 7-17; 35, 1-14.17-19. 

13. 
24 ; 29, 1.3-15.21-22. 31°. 2; 49, 34-39 ; 22 ; 23, 1-6; 23,9-18. 21-40; 21, I-10. 

13.14 ; 20,14-18.7-12 ; 32, 19. 27.6-15.24-44 ; 33,1.4-13 ; 23,7-8(=16, 14.15). 

30, 1-9. 13-21 ; 31, 1.2-9.15-34.38-40; 46, 13-26. 
19 ; 20,1-6 ; 26, 1-19.24.20-23 ; 36; 45 ; 28,17 ; 27,1-6.8-22 ; 28,1>-17 ; 51, 

59.607.61.63.64 ; 34, 1-7 ; 37,5.3-6-10 ; 34,8-22 ; 37,4. 11-21 ; 38, 1-28" ; 39, 15-18. 

38,282.39, 3.14 ; 40,6-16 ; 41 ; 42; 43 ; 44, 1-28. 
10, 1-4.9.5-8.10. 12-16 ; 17, 19-27 ; 39, 1.2.4-12 ; 40, 1-5 ; 50; 51; 52. 

~ 
Interpofations refeqated to tbe Gootnotes 

The following passages, being later glosses and interpolations, are rele- 

gated from the text, and appear in the footnotes: 

E353, 17:18 34,1.2.10;5, 20-22 10, 11.25; 15, 11-14; 17, 12320,139; 28, 10.0. 

23,19.20; 25 ,4-6.12.13°.14. 30-38 : 27,73; 29,2.16-20.22°-314 ; 30, 10.11. 22-24 ; 31, 

10-14. 35-37 ; 32, 1°.2°-5.17-23 ; 33,2.3.1198.14-26 ; 35,15.16 5 37,1-2 5 39,13 5 44, 
29.30 ; 46,27.28 ; 48, 21-24.26.27.29-34.45-47 ; 51, 60°.62. 

+ 

an ae 

jnder Table 

to facilitate references to verses appearing in the present edition 

out of the traditional order. 

CC, VV. pp., fe. CC, VD. pp., fe. 
I,1-2,3 = 1. II, 1-10 = 5, 30-41. 

2,4-13 eee erie UL 1i-02)3 S-—O ae, 

2,14-17 20h 7 12,4 — 20 St7.oles 

2, 18-37 = 2, 12-32. 12,5.6 =) 10, 22-24: 

3, 1-5 —— Daas Os 12,7-17 = 15, 16-27. 

3,6-18 = 6§,14-28. 13, 1-20 = 16, 14-39, 

3,19-24 = 2,39-44. 13, 21-27 — 571-12: 

»25-5,7 = SE 14,1-15,1 = 13,17-44. 

5,8-6,19 4. 15,2-16;13 = 14, 1-38. 

6, 20-30 = §5 1-12, 16,14.15 =e Gili 

7, 1-29 7, 13-44. 16,16 == 1439.40. 

7 ,30-9,13 8 16,17.18 = 15,1.2. 

9, 14-21 == 16 FiEte; 16,19.20 = 26-20-22; 

9, 22-25 = 26,9-15. 16,25-17,4 = 0553-0. 

10, 1-16 = 98 I-15. 17, 5-13 = 26, 24-36. 

10,17-25 = Q,13-20. 17 ,14-18 = 15,10-14. 



5r (48) 

(49) 

(58) 

(59-64) 

(31) 
(32) 
(33) 

78 Qos Jeremiah ss<peeie~ 51,48—52,33 

M reads xy3‘, the plural is, however, to be restored according to €$3. In 6 
the whole passage, 44-492, is wanting. 
MM 5snw> 5m. These words can only be taken as a vocative: Babylon, too, must 

fall, O ye slain of Israel/ but this gives no close association of ideas, and the 
address to the slain is peculiar. 3, quite freely, e¢ guomodo fecit Babylon ut 

caderent occist in Israel, sic de Babylone cadent occtst in universa terra. €S8 have 

taken 523 as adverbial accusative, or else have read 5233 and taken $p3) as pre- 
dicate to bxaws "5dr: Sans sd igveims 932348. In 6 the whole passage is wanting. 
The necessity for an emendation is evident, and sense and parallelism both 

point to a convenient way. We need merely repeat the final 5 of >b3d before 
%5n, and order is at once restored. 

Ml reads nian. GF, better, nan; cf 1,18. 

AM by, which is probably a mere clerical error. 63 simply, ékeipouoty, wes 
without conjunction; cf the parallel passage Hab. 2,13. 

Verses 59-64, in their original form as an independent passage, have already 

occupied our attention; but since they are the root from which the present oracle 
against Babylon has grown up, and in their traditional shape form the inseparable 
conclusion of that oracle, they must be repeated here. For all questions of 

teXtual criticism I would refer to the previous treatment of the subject (on p. 71). 

Since c. 52, with exception of some slight variations, is verbally identical with 
2 K. 24, 18-25, 30, and is merely an external and foreign appendix added to the 

Book of Jeremiah, we give here only the most essential points of the textual 

criticism and would refer for all else to the critical notes on the Book of Kings. 

AM K°thib Syvnn. 
4 K*thib m3. 
Al points Wy, but, according to GI cotyKwWe, Wy is better. The parallel passage, 
2 K. 25,8, has instead of *355 sy, the shorter 3y. 

4M --5>, which is at least superfluous. 
At the beginning of v. 15 4 erroneously places the words nym mid wy, derived 

from the beginning of v. 16. The words are altogether unsuitable here, and are 

wanting in © as well as in the parallel passage 2 K. 25,11. 

A K*thib ns7. 
Al K°thib nnyp. 
The words mXp ose 5D AMM are utterly obscure, and evidently corrupt. No 

successful restoration has as yet been accomplished, which is the more to be 

deplored as the passage is wanting in 2 K. 25, and might throw light on the 

description of the two bronze pillars in 1 K. 7, 15-22. 

M K°thib x92; cf 37,4. 
M K°thib ov2dp. 
AM K*thib yn, 

fe) 

N ur 

30 

40 



(19) 

(34) 

(41) 

51,3—43 —+OHS1G SBS Feremiab BE Her- 77 

) An utterly desperate passage. Al reads 13D3 bynv-by) yp PA PT pws, 

the second Jr being erased by the Q*ré: it is a “p xd: aD and a mere ditto- 
gram. It would seem simplest to point the traditional 5s as the negative 5x, 

and this has actually been done by €$3. But this is impossible on account of ~ 

the meaning, since only the enemies of the Chaldeans can be addressed here; and 5 

therefore Al points “8 and explains the whole as a violent ellipsis: Zo him 
who bends, I say: Let him bend his bow; and to him who envelops himself in hts 

coat of mail: Spare not, ‘This explanation is, however, merely a desperate effort 
to get out of the difficulty; the position of Ju" and especially that of the 

jussive 5yn is absolutely incomprehensible. We must, therefore, with 6 tewwétw 10 
6 tetvwy TO THEOV avTOD Kai TepibéoOW WW Eotiv dTAG avToOd, strike out the two 

negatives, although the elimination of a negative is one of the most hazardous 

operations of textual criticism. But another variation of 6 from Al is noteworthy: 

w é€otiv 6tha avtod can never have been the translation of a simple 13103, but 

would go back to a 130 Py. Besides, the parallelism and the structure of the 15 

verse would lead us not to subjoin as the second member a simple 1303 Syn, 

in which, moreover, the jussive byn’ coming immediately before the pause is, 

to say the least, unusual. $, too, has found it necessary to supply a special 

subject for this clause, and renders: bMazo aspe (sic/) was flo. In view of 

the reading 13 by dyn, which is conjecturally assumed as that of 6, 20 

and in accordance with the structure of the first three words, we easily arrive 

at 13D3 myn syn as the original reading. m>y is the common word for hostile 

aggression, so that Tym can actually mean ¢he enenry. 

4-3. 

The word p'w>wn can, in the context, hardly mean anything else than quivers, 25 

as 63 translate ; €S simply retain the obscure word. 

MM K*thib snaay. 

The two words 3¥2 NX are very obscure, but are found in all the Versions; 

for 6's reading €ig Ta OTAGYXVG CoV is merely due to the error of a scribe who 

wrote ‘Jyp2 for Jy82. Mas is pointed by a number of witnesses Nyx; but Al has 30 

very properly avoided this, as in that case no construction is to be obtained 
which would be satisfactory. For the sense, parallelism and context are reliable 

guides; the assonance Jy32.... J8p must be regarded as intentional. 
A K*thib rypy*. 

Al + yaw, which gives no satisfactory sense; we should have to read paw dsw 35 
indm3, with T mMn3oMNT Raw pdin Saw Ni Nd NID TAS, in conformity with 
the primary passage 10,16. 6, therefore, correctly, 611 6 tTAdoas TA TaVvTG avTds 

€oTl KAnpovonia avtod. S combines AM and 6: weaqdsw aoa Ys lea, oo TW 

wolola, LAaac. 
Al reads in‘sa which, in parallelism with 2w3, is extremely harsh. We shall, 40 

therefore, have to read the Hof‘al with 6€3, while S opal Gaxaaset oioan 

sas3l, has both verbs in the active voice. The Masorites probably pointed 
the consonantal form \n¥n as an active verb, because the Hof‘al does not else- 

where occur in the OT, the Nif‘al being the usual passive. 

M K*thib wp 1528. 45 
AM K*thib 32°37. 
M K*thib says. 
Ml has uinin, and the Q*ré has the same verb ‘3nI9; but we must derive the 

form from the stem m3, and so point ‘30"77. 

M+ ww, an Athbash for 513; of ad v. 1 (p. 76), and 25,26 (p. 54). The fact 50 
that the word disturbs the elegiac scheme evidently intended here (note the 
7's!), 1s sufficient to show that it is a later interpolation. 

(43) M+ px. 



50 

5! 

(6) 

(7) 
(8) 

(11) 

(15) 
(17) 

(21) 
(29) 

(30) 
(31) 
(32) 

(33) 

(38) 

(44) 
(45) 

(1) 

(2) 

76 Stet Aeremiah dcdebie- 50,6—51,2 

fads of, m3) IND; CK 51,10; 35,11. The sudden change to the direct narration 

makes the expression finer and more vivid. 

AM K*thib mn. 
4M K*thib man, which is utterly meaningless and a mere clerical error. 
Mmm. 5 
AM K*thib 13°. 
MM K*thib snawn. 
Al K*thib “tpn. 
MM K*thib ‘win. 
Ml points 8Y4, and, therefore, regards the word as feminine participle from the 10 
stem wit, All textual witnesses, with exception of Hl, point sv: 6 Ws Boidia év 

Botdvn; 9 sicut vituli super herbam; © spr “Siy> (similarly S$), all going back to 
this pointing. But in this case we should have to read either swt n)ay>, or 
nw ‘by mdays, and besides the reading of Al is correct in point of fact. Threshing, 

during which the animal could eat at pleasure (Deut. 25,4), was agreeable work 15 

(Hos. 10,11), and, according to the very common metaphorical application of 
the word ¢#resf, the action which is here figuratively described, the work of the 

enemies of Israel, the plunderers of the inheritance of JHVH, is in fact a ¢hreshing. 
A K*thib “Sayn. 
MM K*thib mnws, 20 
Al has wasn ws, but, following H1rzic, the two words must be divided, min“in 

ywso. The object, which is expressed in all the other witnesses to the text, can 

hardly be dispensed with, while }ws" can here stand very well without the article. 
AM 4-938773133. 
M + ons. 25 

4 points o°n, and exegetical tradition agrees in rendering toddoic. But the 

parallelism would lead us to follow RASHI in deriving it from the stem 73 Zo 
shoot, and to point, in accordance with Gen. 21,20, o'25. Moreover, according 

to Job 16,13, a passage to which RASHI expressly refers, the pointing 0°21 may 

perhaps be intended to bear this meaning. 30 

m9 is a wn> Ndi “Ip; GCS had it also; cf v. 26. 
HM -- sin ars. 

M reads FNIPP; see ad 6,15 (p. 48). 

Mways. G év tH dpunW adtijs; cf 21,14 and also 46,23. In poetry the figura- 

tive form of speech is always to be preferred to the literal. 35 

M 52). GI merely wdévtes. The asyndeton is much stronger and more emphatic, 

and the 1 a dittogram from the preceding 1". 

In this place alone Ml points 33h, on account of prosaic considerations of reasonable- 
ness. The whole structure and plan of the passage, which rests upon the rhetorical 

figure of anaphora, to which this section is especially partial, imperatively re- 4o 

quire 21, which is, moreover, the reading of $. The word is altogether wanting 

in 6, but even here no inconsiderable number of MSS, among them 6L, read 

udxaipa(v) eri TH Bdat. avtiic. 
Al K*thib ass. 
4 m3, which is also attested by 6. Nevertheless we must read with €33, and the 45 

primary passage 49,22, 0713. In Al the p has dropped out before >ipn. 

AM ‘pp 35, which is a so-called Athdash for nw, and, like the Azthdash in 
25,26 and in v. 41 of the present chapter, owes its origin to a later interpolation. 

6 still had the original reading, kai émi tods KatowKodvtas Xaddaiouc. 50 
A points ny, but the context absolutely requires nt, vendilatores (3). 6, also 
UBplotas Kal KaOuBptoovow avdtiv, and S qaciaso fois, take or as participle 

of m™. 



17 

39 (1 ff.) 

50 

(4) 

(8) 
(13) 

(4) 

(5) 

2) 
(5) 

17,27—50,5 10FEQoeS Jeremiah $3<cIpeBhor- 75 

pecially Neh. 13,15-22. We also find in this passage many details of expression 

not agreeing with the style of Jeremiah which add external confirmatory evidence 

to the internal grounds of suspicion. But, on the other hand, the whole tone - 

and form of expression is so plainly intended to imitate Jeremiah, and depends 

so evidently on parallel passages of Jeremiah, that we must assume that a 

partisan of Nehemiah put this sabbath sermon into the mouth of the prophet 

and incorporated it into his book. 

C. 39 has no connection at all with c. 38, and presents an entirely different 

legendary narrative of the fate of Jeremiah after the capture of Jerusalem. The 

narrative, in its present form, has been worked over and interwoven with the 
older account, in the gourse of which some of its details have been omitted. 

Verses 4-13 are wanting in 6, but improperly. 

The reading of Al and all the Versions is O81 Wd, refering back to v. 3 (which, 

however, belongs to a different connection), and giving an altogether false sense, 

It was not the knowledge that the Babylonian generals had taken position at 

the middle gate, but the perception of the fact that Jerusalem was captured, 

that drove Zedekiah and the troops which still remained, to seek their safety in 

flight by night. 
M reads 83, but SJ have, correctly, the plural, e¢ egressé sunt, which is also 

the reading of the parallel passage 52,7 (125%). 

AM na. S, and the parallel passage 52,13, correctly, ‘03. 

V. 13, returning to v. 3, leads over to v. 14, which belongs to the older narra- 

tive; it must, therefore, be attributed to the latest redaction. 

The ‘beginning of v. 1 reads in the traditional text: ns» wey Ox aT ws DT 

10 

20 

INS INNPA AAW 7 OVI AV PIN WII ANS now ns mm. But this superscription can- . 

not be original, for in the whole of the following section no word of God what- 

ever comes to Jeremiah. We must, therefore, see in these words another re- 

sult of the combination of the two narratives of the experience of Jeremiah 

after the destruction of Jerusalem. The statement that the following scene, the 

fulfillment of the royal edict of Nebuchadnezzar issued in 39,12, took place in 

Ramah is, of course, essential, and forms part of the original contents of this 

account, in the reconstruction of which it must, therefore, be retained. The 

words which we have inserted in the text on purely conjectural grounds, and 

without any external support, would restore in the simplest manner the connec- 

tion between 39,12 and 40, 1-6. 

M +- mn (Qeré 9297) IAT Od AM. 
A mam Any. 
AM + on. 
M +535 ons 8139. 
M+ 95 now nodd> pays awn Se aw Ss apd parm 59 me. 
V. 5 begins in Al with the utterly unintelligible words yw 89 330)y). 
M “ys. G6 év yi, which is decidedly better. 

4o 

45 
For cc. 50 and 51 the student should consult BUDDE’s conclusive investigation, 
Uber die Capitel 50 und 51 des Buches Jeremia, in Jahrbiicher fiir deutsche Theo- 

logie, vol. xxiii, pp. 428-470; 529-562. 

MM + mba ann may wan. 
M reads 353, but seems, by the pointing 383, which, of course, can only be 

the imperative, to intend to indicate that 93) also is to be taken as an irregular 
imperative Nif‘al. Were 1153) correct, we should at least have to read 153) 1831 

in accordance with 63, kai fEouoi kal katapevEovta. Weread, therefore, with 3 

50 



44 

(17-19.25) 

17 

(19) 

(22) 
(23) 

(29.30) 

(13) 

(19) 
(23) 
(24) 

(19-27) 

74 —HSeeSE+ Feremiah o3c>eSho- 44,17—17,27 

crescences which we have already repeatedly encountered in the narrative 

sections. 
Here also #1 points everywhere n‘pwn n25n); cf note on 7,18 (p. 51). 
M+ mIyyAP, with special Masoretic marginal note, 759 ‘m7. This difficult word, 

which is wanting in 6S, has been explained in various ways: € xmywd; 3 ad co- 5 

lendam cam; hy, €ig KaKWwoww; X, TH YAUTTH avTs; in some Greek MSS we find xai 

ooBBa which may be the rendering of 0. The most probable explanation is 

that given by RASHI, in accordance with Job 10,8, fo make an image of her, 

so that the meaning would be Zo make dn image of the goddess out of dough. 
A+ wy Sb. 10 

A+ mn ay. 
The fact that vv. 29 and 30 are not original has been clearly shown by HITZzIG. 

Jer. does not give an M\S anywhere else; and the way in which the fall of 

Hophra is here predicted as not caused by the conqueror of Zedekiah shows that 
we have here a vaticinium ex eventu. The real Jeremiah mentions, (43,10-12; 15 

46,20ff.) the catastrophe of Hophra as brought about by Nebuchadnezzar, which 

is also the view of Ezekiel in his Egyptian prophecies, cc. 29-32. In general, 

the conclusion of the biographical portion of the Book of Jeremiah is mutilated: 

we expect, beyond question, the continuation of the narrative to the catastrophe. 
And this mutilation must be regarded as intentional, for the traditional account 20 

of the tragic end of the venerable prophet is supported by every external and 

internal probability, and it is easy to understand how in later times pains would 
be taken to draw the veil of oblivion over this sad and shameful occurrence. 

Throughout this whole section the text of 6 is very corrupt and in a mutilated 
condition; so much, however, is certain, that 6 read v. 9 before vv. 5ff., and this 

position of v. 9 is by far better and more natural than in Al, and must certainly 30 

have been original. 

41 reads xiwa, which is, of course, a mere clerical error. 

V. 11, which the fact of its being written in Aramaic is sufficient to characterize 

as something szz generis, must be considered a very late interpolation in the 
passage 10,1-16, itself a late addition. It violently separates vv. 1o and 12, 35 

which belong intimately together; but it is found in 6 which, on the other hand, 

omits v. 10, and also vv. 6-8. This wide divergence of tradition must of itself 

arouse suspicion; moreover, the whole passage 10,1-16 is so specifically in the 
style of Deutero-Isaiah, that no one but a late writer conversant with that prophet 
can be its author. Nevertheless it does not belong to the very latest portions of 40 

the book of Jeremiah, since, as is shown by the citation 51,15-19, it was regard- 

ed by the author of cc. 50.51 as an integral part of the book. 
Al K*thib ps. 

MM K*thib ny. 45 

MM K*thib yoiw. 
MM K*thib 72. 
This passage is not by Jeremiah, but quite late. Jeremiah nowhere else men- 

tions the Sabbath at all, and is such an earnest opponent of all the dead works 

of the Law that he cannot have connected with the external observance of the 50 

Sabbath such promises, even going so far as to make the very existence of 

Judah and Jerusalem dependent upon it. We are reminded rather of the struggle 
of Ezra and Nehemiah for the carrying out of the law of the Sabbath; cf es- 
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41,6—44,12 —tietht FAeremia 22<cdeSie— 73 

Al reads 72) 95 qh. It is impossible to see any motive for Ishmael’s 
weeping, whereas the eighty men, who come as mourners, are the natural subject 

of the verb here. G therefore, correctly, attoi émopevovto Kai ExAaov. - 

M+ FIN. 

Al has 17°553 W2, which is utterly meaningless and admits of no explanation. 6, 5 
with very slight variation from the consonantal text of Ml, ppéap péya. 

Ml reads 73H. OMNwan py 5> ngiqdon nia ns. 6 merely xai tac Ovyatépas 
tov Baoikéwc. The conjunction is indispensable; the rest in 4 is a needless ad- 

dition, and a mere repetition of what has been previously said. 
M+ m3n3 ya Oxy’ paw. This, too, is a needless repetition. fe) 

We must emend, with Hirzic, bxyow’ maw “wk instead of the traditional reading, 

Ssynw’ mxbp awn awws. The corruption would be still easier to explain, if we 
could assume, with H11rziG, that the original reading was, Ssynw’ ons Awa ws; 

but no Hif‘il of the stem m2w occurs. 
HH K&thib oni. 15 

A m3. G xai AZapiac; cf 43,2. 

M+ 5. 
Al K*thib 338. 
Ml points 27), and G, too (kai émiotpéyw vedas), derives the word from the 20 

stem aw. The first person in 6 has no weight against the third person in M, 
which latter is the only correct reading. But 33, et habitare vos faciam, derive 

the form from the stem 2, and this is what the whole context positively re- 
quires. 

MM has 5s. 
M+ nm. 
Al K*thtb p‘nynm; a mere clerical error. 

A+ ods min bs. 

tN 
uw 

Msn. GOS, better, catéxpupas. 30 

41 K*thib mw. 

M K*thib msn. 
M snsm; GSI, better, cai xavoer. 

The original and remarkable rendering of v. 12° in G, xai pO@eipret yhv AiyUTtov 

Wotep pOeipiZer Tony TO iudtiov avtod, is, of course, genuine and reproduces 35 

the original sense of the passage. Perhaps 6 read another verb instead of muy. 
M reads ons» pis3. 6, far better, Tos év Qv; cf Gen. 41,45.50; 46,20, and 

Ez. 30,17 (6). 

Ml reads p>°nv38) DAS mn, which is intended to lead over to the direct address 4o 

which follows. S, better, easdale ase. In 6 the words are wanting altogether. 

Myw3. G tv dpxdvtwy buddy. The 75» and the ow always form a syzygy, 

and the mention of the nw would be decidedly missed here. #1, however, seems 

to be right in reading the suffix pronoun of the third person singular, as against 

the second person plural of 6. 45 
Verses 11 and 12% appear in Al in the following form: ‘nx Missy mA WS 7D 725 
Ow IWS AA naw ns snnpdy? anim S> ny mandy mynd nos bp ow “337 Sens 
Dyta yy wp wn aya ana yb oye pasa $5 wnt ow ad ove pas gad ob 
wn apna) sana. 6G, on the other hand, 814 todto oftwe eime Kipioc: idsod eyw 

€piotnut tO TPdowTdV YOU TOD Gtokdoul TdvTas Tov’Ss KaTahoiToUS TOUS év 50 

Airpittw, Kai teoodvta év pougata Kal év Awww, Kal exAetwouoww Gro puKpod Ewe 

werddovu. The text as given by us varies from this latter form merely in the 

position of the conjunction in a single instance. Here again Ml exhibits all the ex- 
Jer. 10 
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72 —HSGS8+ Feremiah 22<cdeSie— 37,5—41,3 

the most intimate connection with the contents of c. 34, and must originally 

have been narrated along with them. The temporary retreat of the Chaldeans 

is supposed in 34,21.22 to be already known; and therefore the only passage 

in which it is reported, 37,5, must necessarily have stood originally before 34,21. 

Moreover, the two verses which at present open c. 37, and there introduce the report 

severed from its connection with c. 34, are of the most superficial and worthless 

character, and clearly bear the stamp of mere patch-work. The removal of 

37,4 from this connection and the placing of 37,3 after 37,5 are necessary 

consequences. 

M QOfré niwsaa4. The Hifil of wa5 occurs nowhere else. 

A + mn" nee, which, alongside of m7" 935, is entirely superfluous and incom- 

prehensible, and is properly wanting in 6. 

AM K*thib wan; cf 52,31. 
AM 83 5, which is syntactically very strange and difficult. 6 Kai nAGev. 

AM K*thib vs). 

only n>. 6, better, 6t1 ottwe. 

M-+omw7. It is easy to understand how, after all that comes between, the 

need would be felt clearly to designate the subject from v. 1, but this is not in- 

dispensable. : 

#1 o5ns, according to which the words would be part of the speech of 

Zedekiah, and would contain a confession, on the part of the king, of his un- 

worthy situation. Better, with 6, mpd¢ attovc, as an explanatory remark of the 

narrator. 
mundw is a generally accepted emendation of H1TziG’s for the traditional nw>w. 

A sain wey ns. 6, simpler and better, merely avtév. 

AM K*thib nianpn. 
M- no3. Here a useless addition. 
M+ ns, which is, however, expressly attested as “1p 89) a’nD. 

A points ;Aw’A, probably on account of the MS which can, however, very well 
stand with the passive. Much better and more naturally 6€S xataxavOyjoeta. 

Another transposition must be made here. ‘The account of the oracle given to 
Ebed-melech in person forms the natural conclusion of c. 38, and comes, both as 

regards matter and time, before the conquest of Jerusalem which is described 

in 39,1 ff. 

4 K*thib ‘28 before ns immediately following. 
Between 39,14 and 40,6 must originally have stood a statement of the fact that 

Gedaliah was appointed the Babylonian governor over the people who remained, 

and that he took up his abode at Mizpah. 

AM Ssyow; GS without copulative conjunction. 
AM has mp 33 yn yan. G Kai lwavav vidc Kapne. Since in the further course 
of the narrative only a Mp }2 j3n¥ appears, the doubling of the name in 4 must 

be referred to an uncorrected clerical error. 
MM K*thib ‘piy. 

Mixx. 6, much better and more in keeping with the context, €p’ budc. 

MM pays. G merely év taic médEow. 

M+ poem oan. 
A md ne. 

Sie) 

45 

50 
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27,22—37,5 Stee Feremiah o3<dGu- 7A 

and translated, and that alone, can stand as forming an integral part of the 

genuine ancient text. In kai tWv émAoitwy oKeuWv we have probably a corrup- 
tion in the Greek text for kai émi TWv AoITWV OKEUWY. 

Ml reads: ‘wenn win mya nwa mm 7dp mpwy nodbap MwRI AM AWA AY 5 
Sy ton. G: kai éyéveto ev tH TeTdpTw Ete Ledexia Paothéews “lovda év unvi TH 

TEuTTW eEité pol, the eye of the scribe having wandered from 73wa to nawa. 

But this elaborate date is utterly out of place here. Every attempt to represent 

to ourselves what is here reported leads to the recognition of the fact that we 
have, in cc. 27 and 28, a connected narrative, in which the events follow one 10 

another in swift succession. After Jeremiah has completed his warning and dis- 
suasive words, Hananiah immediately presents himself, and both by speech and 
bysymbolical action defends the opposite view. 

Verses 3> and 4 read in Al: nippn yo 523 79p asNsID103 Np> awe mim ma *> 5D AN 
ayo 38 m3 Nam am mda b> ns aay qd opm ys maa. net $95 x4 TT 15 
baa Joo Sy n& laws °D mm DNs mtn DIpen bx. G, on the other hand, has: té 
oKkeUn oikou Kupiou kai ‘lexoviav kal trv G&troikiav “lovda, 6T1 Cuvtpiyw Tov ZuUTOV 

Baotkews BapuAWwvoc. Here, too, as in 27,19-22, excrescences may be recognized 

in the text of #l, and the briefer recension of 6 is original. 

) A+ 988375133. 20 

A+ 0% on3w Nya, a needless repetition. 

At the end ofv. 11 Mandall the Versions have the words 12995 8237 WHY Jd, except 

6, which has merely: Kai Wyeto ‘lepeuiacg €i¢ Tv Od0v avTOd. But the following 

words of Jeremiah can only be conceived as the immediate answer to the sym- 

bolical action of Hananiah; it would be utter nonsense to suppose that the prophet 25 
after this action goes quietly home, and does not speak what follows tillseveral days 

have passed. Moreover, the introduction of these words by maps) 7\9n, from 

which the addition 32999 A‘sy 75% has arisen, must not be understood to mean 
that Jeremiah, when he spoke these words, was no longer in the presence of 

Hananiah but in some other place; cf, on this point, 35,13, and especially 30 

39, 16. 

MM nwy). 6 kai toujow, is undoubtedly correct. 

V. 14 reads in #: oyam b> ass Sy cnna Soa by Syne cabs moigay mm ox AD 8D 
YO Snn3 wh nn ns pa ways Sas Joe asg3z7D123 n¥ sayd mdm. 6, on the other 
hand, has only: 611 ottwe¢ e€ite KUpioc’ Zuyov mdnpodv E8ynKka etti Thy TpdxNAOV 35 

TdvTwy TWV EBvWY EpydZeo8ai TH Baoiret BapudAWwvoc. 

This remarkable narrative has come down to us as an appendix to the long 
oracle against Babylon, cc. 50 and 51; to make it applicable there, vv. 60° 
and 62 were interpolated later, and these verses must of course be omitted if 4o 
we would restore the original form of the narrative. 

At the end of this passage #1 adds the words, wanting in 6, 35 m3n “yp ‘Dyy 

wpr. The utterly meaningless 15y can only have strayed in here through 

some unfortunate accident from v. 58; it is the concluding word of the long 

oracle against Babylon. The words 7%» 37 737 4y are, after the analogy of 45 

Job 31,40; w 72,20, a note intended to mark off the speeches of Jeremiah from 

the historical appendix c, 52; they owe their origin to the final redaction of the 
Book of Jeremiah. 

M mpwwpr. FJ et secundum combustiones; GS kai Ws Exdravoay. 50 

AL -- nyinian. 

Another transposition must be made here. The facts related in c. 37 stand in 
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70 tices Feremiah 22<beare 36,32—27,22 

AM + TIWARI. 
AM has: bom wa YS 4793 58 AN MANS Ads Npd iH, corresponding closely to 
v. 28. 6, more briefly, kai €kape Bapovx xaptiov Etepov, which must be regard- 

ed as the original reading, altered in Al in accordance with vy. 28. 

M+ pusm 55> nx. These words, which are moreover very strange syntacti- 
cally, distort the whole sense. We must at least have am prxn 52 ns; for 

the grief of Baruch over the sorrow and affliction which he must write down 

has reference to the calamity with which the people of God are threatened; and 

the great thing which Baruch seeks is evidently the turning away of this sentence; 

and that which JHVH has built and planted, can refer to /srae/ in accordance 
with prophetic usage. 

The narrative of cc. 27 and 28, as will appear later on, has been variously dis- 

arranged and very much revised. A transposition must be made at the very 

beginning, and the date, 28,1, be prefixed to the whole narrative. In At, 

c. 27 begins with the words, (Q°ré: 17° ws') wis’ j2 opm nodes mwsis, which 

has long been recognized as a palpable error, since in y. 3 Zedekiah appears 

as4he king then reigning in Jerusalem. The error may have arisen from 26,1, 

where the statement is quite correct. 6 has no superscription at all, but begins 2 

c. 27 with v. 2: oUtwe eime KUptoc’ Toinoov [oeautW] dequodcs Kai KAowvc. Buta 

date in the superscription is indispensable. Since, however, c. 28, which clearly 

forms the immediate continuation of c. 27, at least does not need a date, all diffi- 

culties are removed if we simply transfer the words of 28,1 to the head of c. 27. 

Instead of nwa the Qfré reads miw2; cf ad 32,1 (p. 63). 

A+ 5x, contrary to the style of the narrative sections. 6 has, correctly, only 

oUtwes eime Kupioc. 

M ndsn niwisn 52 ny. 6, better, simply tiv fiji. 
Verse 7 is properly wanting in 6. The idea that the dominion of the Chaldeans 

is to be merely transitory, and is to fall to pieces after the third generation, is 

decidedly inappropriate in this place, where it is much more to the interest of the 
prophet to depict the power of Nebuchadnezzar as terribly as possible. 

Al p>nbdn, but the parallelism imperatively requires tWv évuTVviaZouévwy buy, 
which is actually the reading of 6S3; cf ad 29,8 (p. 61). 

Here and inv. 16 the reading of Al and all the Versions is *n1239. But such a change 

to the first person is not appropriate to the narrative sections, to which c. 27 
undoubtedly belongs; even the *s of v. 2 is wanting in 6. I, therefore, read in 

both cases 125. : 

AM has 385 ‘nd25, which is absolutely impossible. A perfect is syntactically not 

allowable here, and #1 therefore points, not $83, which would naturally suggest 

itself, but 185; we are left, therefore, the choice between the infinitive 813 and 

the imperfect 1x12". The latter is the more probable; the initial » of sya" dropped 
out after the final » of ‘nad. 
Verses 19-22 appear in Al in the following form: nym OX NSIS AYA AN AD 1279 

Soa Joe assztoia3 onp> 85 awx2° neta tyson odor an Spt maser dps ov Sp 
pow mia an $5 nai daa Dowie mm pop opi ya (Qeré 35°) AD ns ind 
m52322 nowy am poe may mi nea avinian odor Sy Seow nds misay mi ps n> 1327 
mit open $s osnawm om dyn mA O83 DNS pp ov sy yw Twi IsaY. This intoler- 
able diffuseness and prolixity evidently owes its origin to later redaction. 6 

has in fact the following shorter form, which is certainly the original, although 

the opening words have been somewhat disarranged: 611 ottw¢ eite KUpioc: Kai 

TWV ETILOiTWV OKEUWY, Wy OUK Eafe Bacileds BapuAWvoc, STE ATWKIGE TOV lexoviav 

€& lepovoaAny, eis BapudAWva eiceXevoetan, A€yer KUpioc. What 6 has here read 

fe) 

to unr 
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50 
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19,2—36,28 —eaedtt Feremiah $3<>este- 69 

M K*thib morina. But 6 has wane tic xapoerd. 
M-+- apd opp PRod Map nena. These words, which are identical with 7,32), 
just as v. 6 with 7,32°, here unnaturally separate the correlative clauses, and 

destroy the connection entirely. By changing their position and inserting them, 

for example, after NNT VyT ns) in the same verse (so EWALD), nothing is 

gained. In 6 they are, very properly, wanting. 
M nnd), through dittography of the final } of yawy>s. This reading has the sup- 

port of € alone. We should at least have to read, with $3 e¢ fonam, ‘nny. 6, 

simply, Tod dodvai. 

som must be the correct reading, and € 38D NDI Ws3, seems actually to have 

read thus. 1 has o'xpyn, but to take this as in apposition to the singular 

ndnn pip is altogether out of the question. If we should attach the 7 to npnq, 
and read, in accordance with Is. 30,33, p’8b ANSNA apd, we should undoubtedly 

remove the chief objection; but, in the first place, 7n5n in this single instance, while 

we have nbn everywhere else, would be very strange; and, in the second place, we 

should certainly expect to find psy before mN|NA opps, whereas G© KxaGwe 6 

toTos 6 dtatintwvy, ard TWY dxabapolWy avTWY ev TdOaI¢ Tai oiKiaic, bears 

indirect testimony to the traditional order of the words. We might be tempted 

to read, with 6, OMX», but this is wholly un-Jeremian. There remains, then, 

nothing else but to read Spun, though it must be acknowledged that the sense 

thus obtained is rather feeble. 

M yon). The infinitive absolute, which in 7,18 is entirely in place, would be 

very strange here. According to 32,29, we should read 135); © Kai €otreioay. 

M K°thib ‘9, before the following 5s. 

MM S237 WY NS Nw, 73. G merely kai éematazev avtov, cf 26,23. The read- 

ing 73° probably preserves a trace of the original 43%. 

The words wey 58 are wanting in Al and all the Versions, but can hardly be dis- 

pensed with; cf 27,1; 34,1; 36,1, and 49,34. 

4 has 5y. 

M-+“y, which is wanting in 6; cf 7,2; 17,20; 36,6. 

M ow, probably a mere clerical error; all the Versions and the parallel pas- 

sages 7,13.15; 11,7; 25,3.4; 29,19; 32,33; 35,14.15; 44,4, agree in omitting 

the conjunction. 

MM Kthib mnsiw. 

Mil has ms, but these consonants must have originally been intended to have the 

pronunciation m3, G6 ouvetaze ... avtw, as in 36,8. 

M+ nym 52). But an omission of these words in 6 would be hard to explain, 

while, on the other hand, it is entirely in keeping with the situation for priests 

and prophets to take the initiative and incite the people, as in v. 11, where 
they are the authors of the accusation, and as, vice versa, in v. 16 the words 

of Jeremiah make such an impression on the people that they turn against the 
priests and prophets. 

Instead of 2% the Q*ré would read the more usual form of the name 75%. 

It is very awkward that v. 24, though it forms the immediate continuation of 

v. 19, is separated from it by the intervention of vv. 20-23; for Ahikam, the son 

of Shaphan, also belongs to the princes of Judah who here sit in judgment 

upon Jeremiah. 

#1 +4-1bP, which has been erroneously and awkwardly introduced from v. 18, and 

is, therefore, properly wanting in 6. 

A -- DwST. 
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68 Sods Feremiah s2cesi0- 2,17—19,1 

- 51» we should expect the infinitive (GRAF). The words are, moreover, redun- 

dant, while up to this point we have a well-constructed verse of two parallel 

members. 6 evidently did not read the words, and had the text of v. 17 ina 
somewhat different form: ovxi Tatta €émoinoé oor TO Katadimeiv oe eue; A€TEL 

Kupiog 6 Ged¢ cov. This 7°58 m7. ON3, as a more complete conclusion to our 

coherent and independent passage, is certainly very tempting, and ‘ns instead 
of ns can hardly be regarded as a mere variant; yet it seems to me more pru- 
dent to abide by 4, on account of the strict parallelism subsisting between the 

two members of the verse. 

Instead of un“ins ns, 6 has dd00¢ HuwWvy— 33. which may be the better read- 

ing; but it is impossible to come to any decision in regard to such a fragment, 
standing, as it does, apart from all context. 

The Q‘ré following the false analogy of v. 6, which is altogether dissimilar, 

would read here AN}: Ndi instead of SY 8d}; this reading of the Qtré has only 

the support of €. The K*thib is correct, and we must, with 639, point 81. 
Monnd;. G3, better, without the conjunction. 

AM K*thib 13999. 
M K°thib 19°. 
V. 12 in the form in which it has come down to us can only be an appeal to 
God, parallel to mm Dxiw mpp, v. 13, and must then be taken in close con- 

nection with v. 13. But this causes considerable difficulties. It is hardly possible 
to conceive of 13wipr DIpp as said of JHVH; oO is a most unnatural expression 
for the one who sits enthroned in the heights of heaven; and in the single parallel 
passage in Jeremiah, 14,21, 1123 8D2 refers to Jerusalem. Some have, therefore, 

been disposed to regard the whole verse as an apostrophe to Jerusalem: O g/o- 

vious high throne from the beginning, place of our sanctuary / while others have 

taken the sentence as a separate statement: 7%e place of our sanctuary ts a glorious, 

high throne from the beginning. But the latter interpretation of the words yields 

no connection with the context, and introduces a perfectly idle and, in this place, 

unintelligible thought; while the former, an invocation of Jerusalem as the 

place whence alone salvation can come, involves an idea not to be expected from 

the prophet who (7, 13-15) so emphatically protests against all external estimation 

of the temple of Jerusalem. Since 6, too, has the words in a greatly abbreviated 
form, Opdvocg d46ENo Uwwuevoc, G&yiaoua HuwWv, we are forced to recognize in 

them a later addition. 
yoda. pasa JN) is EWALD’s extremely happy emendation. Al has 13n3* ps3 “1D, 

for which the Q®ré reads ‘1101. But this sudden change to the first person is ex- 
tremely harsh, and we should certainly read, with 3 recedentes a te, P01; 2 might 
easily drop out immediately before 2. Without either pronoun 6 d@eotnkdtec, 
and S$ tye;e. The traditional 12nd" pIsa must also be due to a clerical error. 
The figure they shall be written on the earth (that is, in the dust, and not on the 

imperishable rock) is very peculiar, and is not to be met with elsewhere in the 
OT; moreover, we expect here an idea parallel to the preceding wa. All these 

difficulties are solved in the simplest manner by EWALD’s emendation 4993; y583, 

then, must, of course, be connected with 710}. 

s 4 
M has here simply ‘spt, but a new verb is indispensable here. 6€$, in accord, 
Kal GEeig amd tWy TpeopuTepwv. FJ, simplifying differently, vade et accife lagun- 

culam figuli testeam a sentoribus populs. 
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31,21—2,17 HS Jeremiah HBSheSHo— 67 

ture of the verse to retain 7°33 5y in the first half, and omit it in the second half 

of the verse. 3 has at least: Rachel plorantis filios suos et nolenlis consolart 

super ets, 

M K®thib ‘nsdn. 
The enigmatic words 933 330 73p3 are certain so far as the textual criticism is 
concerned, but their meaning is very obscure; see the explanatory note to the 

English translation. 
M+ taxmd) pind yrnsd), which is wanting in 6; cf also 1, Io. 

Verses 35.36.37 are found in 6G in the order 37.35.36. HurziG strikes them out 

as being in the style of Deutero-Isaiah, and only loosely connected with the 

preceding. 
D'N3 is wanting in the K°thib, but is expressly noted as 32 8) “Np, and is in fact 

indispensable. 

M K*thib mp. 
AM Kethib mewnz, which is merely a clerical error. 

AM sey xd Jas ANDI yrip, in which 4ND3 is difficult to explain, and the harsh 
enallage of the number is very striking. @S avoid the latter objection by read- 

ing the plural, the former rendering: opp? 19.2 8d} T1323 ans YY Nb, the latter: 
ase flo ahaso usriiad aardcol fiso Xho; while I guare computruit fortis tuus? 
non stetit, has the singular throughout. This, however, still does not remove 

the difficulty of 4nD3, which Z, adhering to the etymology, renders: ti 61 

ouveyro0n 6 duvatdéc cov. 6 has preserved the original rendering, did tl Epuyev 

amd ood 6 Amic; 6 udoxog 6 exdeKTO¢ Gov OvK Euelvev, where it should be noted 

that the words amd ood are wanting in a number of the best and oldest MSS; 

6 Amic=4n speaks for itself; 6 éxAextdg is an explanatory interpolation. For the 

parallelism of D3 and “hy 89 cf v. 21. 
M points nv 3Np, which hardly gives sense. 6 kadcoate TO dvoua, and J vocate 

nomen, give the simple and good reading oY 485p. 

M has m5 75’, as two words; but we have here a 5»bwp formation, and must 

therefore treat it as one word; cf the verbal form n*5’5’ wy 45,3. 

M reads 83 83, which is certainly a mere clerical error. All the Versions agree 

in reading HAOev et” avTIV. 

On vv. 27-28, cf note ad 30,10.11 (p. 66). 

) The obvious fact that vv. 2,14-17 cannot originally have belonged here, be- 

cause they interrupt the connection, is duly recognized by EWALD (Propheten, i”, 

p. 100), who also (/. c. p. 85) advances the suggestion that Jeremiah himself 

inserted the verses here in his final revision of the work in Egypt shortly before 

his death. The verses certainly bear throughout the stamp of Jeremiah’s style, 

and their authenticity is the less to be questioned, since it is impossible to imagine 

any other reason for their interpolation in the book of Jeremiah. 
Instead of mny3 the Q*ré would read 1n¥3; but the passage 4,17 clearly shows 

that we have here the stem 733, not ns’. The singular n¥3, found also in 9,11 

and 46,19, with the feminine plural subject ™y is syntactically unimpeachable. 

The superfluous words 3¥ ‘5a in v. 15 are found, it is true, in Ml and all the Ver- 
sions; if, however, they be omitted, we obtain for vv. 15.16 three correctly con- 

structed elegiac lines, which can hardly be accidental: 

pbdip 33n3 o> Nw roy 
mnys My mowd S58 Iw 

"pap pyr DMIpMn} 43 32 D3 
(16) Al K*thib p3pnni. 
(17) M-+J172 J» Nys, which is syntactically very strange; instead of the participle 
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66 HOSE Feremiah schoo 33,26—31,15 

33 (26) A K*thib awys, Qtré awe. 

30) (5) 
(8) 

(10.11) 

(12) 

(16) 
(22-24) 

gr (3) 

(7) 

(10-14) 

(15) 

AM 73 °D; GS obtwe. 

A envi) ‘JANIS, a very harsh enallage of the person. J indeed has ae collo 

tuo, but, on the other hand, e¢ vincula ejus. 6 tov Tuyov amd tov tTpaxhAoU 

-avTWY Kai TOUS dEouOvS aUTWY diappHEw. In view of Dy, we must have the 

singular suffix in both cases. 

Verses 10.11 are here wanting in 6, while in 46,27.28, where we meet with them 

again, they are found in 6 also. They are, however, to be canceled in both 

places, since they are so evidently in the style of Deutero-Isaiah, that they can 

only be regarded as the work of an interpolator familiar with that book. Note 

especially the sudden appearance here of Jacob-Israel, while elsewhere through- 

out the whole speech only Judah-Israel is mentioned, and Jacob alone occurs in 
vv. 9 and 18. 

#1 72 *>, which is intended to form a connection between this verse and the inter- 
polation; 6 simply ottwe. 

#1 K*thib J'oxw. 

V. 22, which anticipates 31,1 and is altogether superfluous, is wanting in 6. 

Verseés 23.24, which we have characterized above as spurious (cf ad 23, 19.20), 

are here, too, an interpolation, and are even less appropriate than in c. 23, since, 

as they stand, they can only be explained as referring to a punishment directed 

against the godless elements in Israel, which is here entirely foreign to the con- 
text and to the whole meaning of the passage. V.22 is apparently more closely 

connected with v. 21 than 31,1, and the immediate repetition of 717 D3 in v. 

31,1 seems rather strange, so that we might feel tempted to cancel 31,1, and 

retain 30,22. But the 5snw mimawn 525 in 31,1 is of special importance in this 
connection, and much more emphatic than the simple address of 30,22. 

M nbdsy nansi°> ass, where *5, especially, causes the greatest difficulty. 6 Ween 

avTW* aydtmNow aiwviov, which is, practically, merely another division of the 

words. Perhaps the scribe stumbled at 15, which would refer to 5sqw’ in v. 2, 

because the whole subsequent address, after siw* ndyna, is in the feminine. 

Al Joy ns mim ywin. G, however, €owoe KUpiog Tov Aaov avtod, and € n* » Wpp 

Ssqw'7 Sixw n° may, which is the only correct rendering, since the redemption 

of Israel is presupposed as an accomplished fact. The reading of Al seems 

to be more than an error, resulting from the form pwin written defective; it makes 

rather the impression of an intentional alteration, because the promise conveyed 
here in the text of 6€ has not been fulfilled. 

It is evident that v. 15 forms the immediate continuation of v. 9. The sudden 

address to the nations, in v. Io, is strange, and O™N, in the same verse, is a dis- 

tinctive feature of Deutero-Isaiah. These verses have, moreover, a certain 

Levitical character, which is decidedly un-Jeremian: note the prominence attri- 

buted to the priests in v. 14, and the fact that the gracious gifts of JHVH in v. 
12 are specially limited to grain, new wine, oil, and the young of the flock and the 

herds, in other words, to all the requisites for sacrifice. It is also worthy of note 

that Dsnw* and spy" are used in the widest sense to designate all Israel, while in 

vv. 7 and 9 they are used with special reference to the ten tribes, to which v. 15 ff. 

also exclusively refers. We must therefore regard vv. 10-14 as a later addition 

and strike them out. 

M-+im33 5y. The repetition of 323 5y is extremely awkward. 6 has: Paxnd 
d&trokhaiouevy ovK HOEke TaVGACAaL etti TOI Uioic aUTiC; S Po quis Ws liad Vans 

obsaksd Lads; m3. Sy, therefore, occurs but once in these texts. We have 

followed S$, because it is more in accordance with the parallelism and the struc- 
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33 

(5) 
(8) 
(9) 

(11) 

(14-26) 

33,5—26 Get Feremiah 22<deb- 65 

sense and contents, it is first of all apparent that ovsn3n, which is found in all the 
Versions, is to be pointed as the Nif‘al participle, and taken in the sense of the 
Latin gerundive, the Greek verbal adjective: ‘hose doomed to destruction. D'S 
must then be taken as the predicate to nwon, the ns& before the latter word 

must be omitted. Thus with the smallest possible departure from that which 5 
has been transmitted to us, the text, in the form proposed by us, yields a sense 

at once Satisfactory and in accordance with the context. 

AM nin vynp; © é avtwy. 

M K*thib 5135. 
M ww owd; G, better, cic eU@poovvnv. 10 
M+ ons, which is wanting in 6, and is certainly superfluous. 
The words which stand here in the middle of the verse are, on account of their 

liturgical and Levitical character, to be ascribed to a later redaction, and conse- 

quently stricken out, as in the case of vv. 14-26 of this chapter and of 31, 10-14. 

The whole passage, vv. 14-26, is wanting in ©, and is clearly a later excrescence, 15 

whose ideas and views are entirely foreign to those of the real Jeremiah; it is 

therefore to be canceled. On the other hand, an independent discourse of some 

length could not well end with v. 13, and we must, therefore, look for a fitting 

conclusion. Now if we take the passage 23,7-8, which is placed by 6 after 23, 4o, 

we find that it serves in both texts as the final paragraph of a long discourse, 20 

although it forms a fitting conclusion in neither case. Indeed, the very fact of the 

varying position of the passage in the two texts, would be sufficient to arouse our 

suspicion that these verses in c. 23 have not retained their original place. Here, 

however, at the end of a speech which deals ex Jrofesso with the future of Israel 
after its release from the Exile, they would form a most appropriate conclusion. 25 

We also meet with these verses, almost word for word, in 16,14-15, where, al- 

though they are to be found in all the Versions, they are absolutely inappro- 

priate and interrupt the connection very sensibly. On the other hand, their 

occurrence in all the witnesses speaks in favor of their authenticity which is, in 

fact, not to be questioned. 30 

The form in which these verses appear here, is produced by a combination of 
cc. 16 and 23. In 16,14, Al has Ny wes xd, against Ty MN 81 23,7; but G 
has in both places xai ovK« é€podow étt. In Al the second verse (16,15) reads: 

DNIwM Tow On Wwe myNT Sop1 pes pass swe ows ns aby ws mT NT pS XD 
oniaxd snna ws onsts by. G has the same text except that it reads TOv oikov 35 

lopani, instead of 5siw' 32 nx, and é€EWo@noav instead of an1n; 23,8, however, 

Alhas: myrsm doe) ans paxp sw ms pa 8 8a Ws) Ty WN ANT on ON °D 
onots by saw ow om ws; and G6: GANG Zi KUpioc.6¢ ouviyyaye TAV TO OTPEpUA 
lopand ad vic Poppa Kal dnd TraoWy TWY xwpwyv od EEWoEv avTOUS Exel, Kal 

AMEKATEOTHOEV AUTOS Eig TIv Yiv avTWY. The use of the two verbs together, 4o 

827 ws mdbym ws, in Al is very harsh; we, therefore, following 16,15, read 

simply myn .wk, which is in keeping with the parallelism and in agreement with 
G (here ouvyyaye, while in the preceding verse nbyn is rendered by daviyaye). 

The reading of 6 nav TO omépua lopana is certainly preferable to the yw 52 nsx 

Sxw’ n° of A, since the two exiled kingdoms of Israel and Judah are here referredto. 45 
For the conclusion of the verses we have adhered as closely as possible to 16,15. 

Instead of nsnnin 23,8, G6 reads on, as also M correctly in 16,15. The con- 

clusion of 23,8 in 6 is more closely conformed to 16,15, from the fact that 2wm 
Onis is read, instead of \2w; cf Al o‘nawn). It must be acknowledged, however, 

that the reading of Ml in 23,8 is to be preferred in that it has the stem 2¥* and 50 

not 2wn. The return to the old home is mentioned in the first half of the verse, 

and now follows as a new element, the promise that they shall always dwell 
there. We therefore prefer to read p‘nwaim; cf also 32,37. 
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32 

(9) 
(11) 

(12) 

(14) 

(17-23) 

(23) 
(25) 
(26) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 

(35) 
(36) 

(43) 

33 (23) 

(4) 
(4°5) 

64 —<iSegse¢ Feremiah o2<>esHe- 32,9—33,5 

tov ev Avadw0. The mere fact of their varying position is enough to show that 
they are not original. 

A+ minasya ws, which is rightly lacking in 6. 

M-+opnm msnn. The whole of the following passage is, in Al, utterly unin- 

telligible, and can only be restored by the help of ©. Cf the admirable ac- 5 
complishment of this task by STADE, ZAT. v, 175-178. 

41 TapaA ADA AS NS; © kai EdwKa avo. 
AM yy; GSI with copulative conjunction. 
Al reads the verse: “3m (PD NNi DINNAA NS) mM AIPA aD NS ADNA ODOT Fx mpd 
pea ov py? yyod wan °da2 onna mn. © also incorrectly but rather nearer the 10 
original: AdBe tO BiBAiov tis Ktr}oEws TOdTO Kai TO BiIBAlov TO GvetvWoUEeVOV 

Kai OroElg AUTO Eig AYyelov doTpdKivov iva diaueivy Nuepacg TAelouc. The te:t 

resulting from a combination of these two corrupt versions together with a 

justification of the details is given by STADE, /. c. 

Verses 17-23 are found in all the Versions, but STADE, in ZAT. ii, 15, and v, 15 

175, note, clearly shows that they are not original. 

Ml K*thib Jovinai, Qfré Janna. 
Al mn aT. 
AM wrny dx. 6, correctly, wpd¢ ué, cf 35, 12. 

M 523 sop ISSIIDIII Wa ows Ta. G merely cic xeipas Baorkews BapudAwvoc. 

AM onan nsi mew). 6 kai Kataxavoovol Tac oixkiac. 

M+ mm oss OAD Awypa cms oD'ysn Js Syne 3a °>. These words are suspicious 
from the fact that 5snw* ‘32 has not the same meaning here as in the preceding 

line, and are rightly lacking in 6. 

4 K*thib ‘»n7, which is immediately followed by ns. 

4il ois ons. Since the reference here can only be to the words of Jeremiah 

himself in vv. 24-25, the reading of 6, ov \eyeis, must be correct. 

4H OMS ON, G ov Keyes. 

i) ° 

bo ur 

Hirzic and, following him, GRAF have stricken out vv. 2-3 as un-Jeremian. It 30 

would be better, moreover, to read, with 6 moiWv yijv, prxm mwy instead of 

mip wy. 

> *D is universally attested; but after cutting out vv. 2-3, ‘> also must be omitted. 

A conjectural restoration of this utterly corrupt passage. Al reads: ‘359 ‘na 5yy 
ewon ms ondad owas sain si nid>om bx ovynam mim. S leo, Ladse, IMS Nao 3 
Lodo ps eababsrd olf:5 Jojpus Lei asl azar) 3 ef ad domos regis Judae 

quae destructae sunt et ad munitiones et ad gladium vententiunt ut dimicent 

cum Chaldae’s. © also, not varying greatly from Hl, Kai Tepi otkwv Baoikews 

lovda tWvY KaOnpnucvwy cic XdpaKag Kail TpouaxWvac Sto wdxeoAar pd 

tous XaAdaious. With these words, however, nothing whatever can be done; 4 

ainn >si mddom 5s pynan presents insuperable difficulties. A departure from 
the traditional text is absolutely necessary. The simplest course would be 

to adopt the suggestion of ROTHSTEIN and read ‘x23 instead of D'82, when 

I appeared to fight with the Chaldeans. But this would still not remove the 

difficulty of v. 45, and even though the whole passage may have been written 45 

down in its final form after the destruction of Jerusalem, it must be consistent 

with the supposition that Jeremiah was still a prisoner in the court of the prison, 

and cannot, therefore, allude to the destruction of Jerusalem as a fact already 

accomplished. It is clear, to begin with, that only the Chaldeans can be the subject, 

and the houses of Jerusalem the object of axdp5) in v. 5; it must be, moreover, 50 

the fortifications and swords of the Chaldeans, to which reference is made 

in v. 4. Starting then from this fixed point, and studying the traditional text 

with a view to obtaining from it a form which will be satisfactory both as regards 

ur 
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21 (3) 

20 = (14 ff.) / 

(17) 

32 (1) 

(15 & 2> ff.) 

23,33—32,8 HG Feremiah s<heei- 63 

#1 x’p7Apvns, which is utterly unintelligible, and is due solely to a wrong division 

of the words. © vuetc €oTré TO ARULA—=NwT ONS. 

#1 Iexn, but, according to v. 35, we must, with S .o;sell, read xn. The corré- 

sponding words are altogether wanting in 6 owing to a corruption of the text; 

but the Hexaplar text supplies from 0 ottwe épeite. 
#1 points and reads NW DDNx *'w3}; but GSC agree in reading did Toto idsov 
erwW Aaupdévw, Naas esienal be Shs, and this is absolutely required by the 

sense and the play on the words evidently intended here. 

All the Versions agree with Alin reading \a"p73 58 PARA FD OOS AMY WON, which, 

when compared with v. 8, must certainly be altered to (HSN 7D OR AT RY 
wmprs 5x. The narrative form introduced by the later editor into the two open- 

ing verses, which serve to explain the situation, has caused the use of the narra- 

tive form in v. 3 as well. 

) A ovwon nsi baa dp nx. G only mpd¢ tovs Xaddaiouc. 

#Mo piss ns. GSC without azd. 

Alton. 6, correctly, kai tov Aadv KataherpOevTa. 

AM ops yay 532 759 aye2133 13. G only eic xelpag exOpwv adtwWy. 
The Q*ré would read here, unnecessarily, 7m) instead of mn. 

The opening words of v. 11 are difficult in #t (G6, however, has 6 oixo¢g Baowewc 

louda dxovoate Adyov Kupiov), and for the last word of v. 12, am>5yp, the Qeré 
would read o>5$5yp. These two verses do not suit here at all, since in v. 13 

also all Jerusalem is addressed; they are an interpolation based on v. 14 of this 

chapter and especially on 22,3, and must, therefore, be omitted. 

EWALD long since rightly saw that, in the passage 20,7-20, vv. 14-20 should 

precede wv. 7-13. 

MZ have ony cannin Nd wR; GS Sti ovw dmextewve we ev wytpg. What follows 

shows that not om, but oma is the original and correct reading. Since 

it did not lie within the power of any human being to bring this to pass, 

least of all in the power of the ws, who, in accordance with Oriental custom, 

had no access to the lying-in room, and whose sole task it was to convey the 

news of the happy birth, we must point ‘3nnw as the second person and take it 

as an address to JHVH. Then 1Wwkx also, at the beginning of the verse, must be 

altered to mn). 
) This verse, with its very singular transition to the tone of the Psalms (cf especially 

the characteristic use of }}).38), must be regarded as a later addition; v. 12 forms 

a sufficient conclusion, requiring no further. 

Instead of n3aws, the Q‘ré would read here m3w3 as in 28,1, although in 46,2 and 

51,59 the former reading is allowed to stand. 

Verses 1> and 2-5 have been omitted because they are simply detailed circum- 

stantial historical additions, quite in the style of the biographical portions of the 
Book of Jeremiah, and are merely intended to explain the situation in the follow- 

ing chapter. 

4 + S137. 
A K*thib ay, Qfré wary. 
Ml, adhering to the style of the preceding explanatory and narrative additions, 

reads, "nxd ON AIT IAT AA HT IS, while GS read, «ai 6 Aoyos Kupiou erevij0n 

Tpdc ‘lepeutav Aépwv; cf 33,1, and also 14,1. 

After minsy3 ws come, in 4, the entirely superfluous words }'9°33 ~IX2 WE, 

which 6 places before nin3sy3 Ws, KTi\oai CeauTW TOV Gypdv wou Tov ev yf) Beviauiv 
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22 -(10) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19-20) 

62 —<godsit Jeremiah 8<peshe-— 22,3—23,32 

#1 5s. GCS agree in reading the copulative conjunction. 
41 K*thib Way. 

4 K*thib maw. 
Al AbD} *355n, and all the Versions agree with Al in thus incorrectly connecting 

the } with the second word. The suggestion, first made by J. D. MICHAELIS, 

to divide the words differently and read isd 3490, has been generally a- 

dopted. 

Ai 183, for which many different explanations have been offered. The whole 

context requires a proper name. 6, in the majority of the MSS, has é€v AyaZ, 

which graphically indeed agrees closely with the traditional 82; but from 
material considerations the reading of 64, and its daughter, the Arabic Version, 

ev AxaaB=AxNnN3, is preferable, since we know, on the reliable authority of 1 K. 

22,39, that Ahab was actually possessed with a mania for building. In the 

archetype of 41 the name was probably written 3ns83, with omission of the second 

S (cf in this connection ‘nami v. 23), and this, under the influence of Ms2 in 

v. 14>, was corrupted to M83. 

) 4 KSthib snaw. 

4 Kéthib snaapp. 

Ml has, according to BAER-DELITZSCH, A3m3, while usually *n3m3 appears as the 

K*thib. This is, of course, a clerical error for nm33, Kkataotevdze¢ (GSI), and 

this again an incorrect writing for nm3s3. 

) M7. 
4 331. GS, better, without the copulative conjunction. 

AM has mins piss, which is grammatically objectionable; cf 2,21. 

In Al the verse begins with the words (wanting in 6): paym axdp mpxsn ‘2; of 

9,1. These words are superfluous; they destroy the parallelism, and their contents 

are singular. The reproach is here too special, and, moreover, one the respon- 

sibility for which cannot be imputed to the false prophets. The curse forms the 

immediate continuation of ¢he holy words of JHVH. 
M has my 125 (yg3p> THN OMI; G, on the other hand, A€youoi toig anw- 
Souuevoig TOV Adyov Kuplou=Ainy 127 ‘N39, which is much better and more 

natural. 

4 ‘6; S, and apparently also @, has the copulative conjunction. 
Instead of 35 the Qtré would read here 735, as just before, and this reading 

is supported by S€GL. The reading of the K*thib is, however, to be retained, 
and is attested by the oldest Hexaplar MSS tic nvwtioato tov Adyov wou. The 

words are altogether wanting in the genuine text of 6. 

Al has yews; but according to v. 22 we must, with GRAF, point pow. 

Verses 19 and 20, which are repeated with slight variation in 30,23-24, are not 

only suspicious on account of the expression O%)‘7 N7nN3, but destroy the con- 

nection between vy. 18 and 21. The only possible way of obtaining any suitable 

sense from them would be to regard them as containing an example of the true 

prophetic word revealed by God, to show how the prophets ought to preach if 

they were true prophets, but how in fact they do not preach; but this is ex- 

tremely forced; cf STAERK, ZAT. xi, 248 ff. 

M odn; 6, better, TO évtTviov avrod. 
AM apy nisdn cyan Sy can; G dia toto idsov eyw mpd Tods TPoOMHtas Tovc 

TpOMNTevovtas évUTrvia wevdf, and o'N8°237 is absolutely required by the paral- 

lelism with vv. 30 and 31. The reading of #l is connected with other variants 

where we find the same idea, that dreams do not form a peculiarity of the false 

prophets, but are entirely outside the province of all prophecy, whether false or 

true; cf ad 29,8, and 27,9. 
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24 (8 

9) 

29) (1) 

fo 

(3) 

(8) 

(14) 
(16-20) 

(21) 

(22-31) 

(2 
Vo) 

(32, 

49 (36) 
(39, 

24,8—4),39 HS Feremiah +2<>-sr- 61 

41+ >, which 6 rightly omits. ; 

After mynd, which the Qré again alters to mtd, Al adds nprd. The word is per- 
haps merely a dittogram from mynd; in any case, such a use of Ap. is unex- 

ampled. 

H+ 89357. 

41-+-\n‘, an addition which is difficult to understand. 

M+ daa pdwyp WYNIIDIIS 19377 Wwe. 
V. 2 occurs in all the Versions, but is undoubtedly to be attributed to the editor 

who worked over the genuine text of the letter and brought it into its present 

form. 

Al + AS87931). 
oon on ws onndn 5s is absolutely required by the context in place of the 
traditional pxednp ons ws oo‘nbdn ox. In c. 23 also, it is the false prophets who 
have dreams and use them as the vehicle of their false prophecies (23 ,25.27.28 

and, according to the reading of 6, v. 32); cf also 27,9 (G). The impossible 

form odns has long been recognized as being due to a dittography of the final 

D of Ons. 

41 K*thib pan‘aw. 
Verses 16-20 must positively be stricken out. They form a digression to the 
subject matter of c. 24 very difficult to understand, and v. 21 is evidently the 

immediate continuation of v. 15. The passage is wanting in 6, but probably 

because the scribe skipped from 7523 v. 15 to 7925 v. 20. 
A+ dsnw be nie3y. 
MM + SN77333. 
Verses 22-312 are to be omitted. At the time when Jeremiah wrote, the fate of 

these two false prophets could not have been fulfilled, since otherwise the fact 

that the passage has the form of a prophecy would be absolutely incomprehen- 

sible. We must assume that Jeremiah merely threatened these two persons with 

a violent death, and that later, after this had actually occurred, the fact was in- 

serted by the author of the narrative portion and editor of the whole book 
of Jeremiah. The account is doubtless correct, and very valuable to us, but 
certainly formed no part of the original contents of the letter. We must re- 

gard in a similar manner what is reported in vv. 24ff. with reference to Shemaiah, 

which certainly comes from the same reliable source. Jeremiah could not refer 

in his letter to a document which only came to Jerusalem from Babylon as a 

result of that letter. This narrative also is no doubt correct in point of fact, 
and is exceedingly interésting to us, but must certainly here be due to later inter- 

polation. I would call attention here to the change in the form of the narrative 

to the third person, just as in the biographical portions of the Book of Jeremiah. 
Moreover, it is necessary in v. 26 to read, with G (yevéo8oar émotdtnv), Pb in- 

stead of D°Tpb. 

M K*thib prin, QOfré psn. 

AM axy xd). Jeremiah could not expect that Shemaiah would live seventy years 

longer, to see the future salvation of his people. With 6 tod ideiv, we must 

read mis. 

M Kthib ody. 

The reading of M and all the Versions is nY‘7 nins3. I read, instead, }> “Wns 
according to 49,6; cf STAERK, ZAT. xi, 247-253. 

MM Kthib sws; QOfré 2wx. We must, of course, adopt the reading of 6, kai 

d&tmootpéeww, which represents the proper Hebrew construction. 

AM K*thib naw. 
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35. (18) 

(19) 

13 (16) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(25) 

24 (2) 

60 eget Feremiah s3c>edi- 35, 18—24,6 

M+ 78 43 1. The words are wanting in 6 and must certainly be omitted, 

since throughout the whole chapter up to this point the first person is employed. 

6 reads the verse in a somewhat different form: did todto oftwe cite KUpioc 

eTreidy), Nkovoav vioi Iwvadap viod Pnxap thv EvtoAnv tod ratpd¢ avtWy Toteiv 

Ka06TL EveTEIAATO GUTOIC O TaTIP aAUTWY. 

M+ ynise 55 n& yawns, which is again wanting in 6. 
M+ 5osw onbs myay my aps AD. The 325 also is wanting in 6, but this 
must be retained. 

The Q*ré incorrectly alters the K*thib nw to nwh. 

All the Versions, except €, have dro xepadfis buddy. AM reads n> n¥x iw; since, 

however, mw never means Aead-ornament, but always region of the head, just 

as niyi® means vegion of the feet, we should expect at least p>-Mws IDs. For wei 

in its primitive meaning /ead a plural NwsS cannot be established, even from 
Ez. 36,11, and we must, therefore, read D> Web. 

GI anoixiav tedkelav=nnw nd3, Am. 1,6.9. Al omidy ndan, but ody in the 
sense required here is very strange, and € pimp nodwin soapmx, seems to 

have, felt the difficulty and pointed nps>w. n53am arose under the influence of the 
immediately preceding nam by dittography of the final 7 of m9. 

41 has ‘81 o>°3'p “sw, which the Q‘ré corrects to Inv) Dy kw. So CSF, the 

latter taking the following }\»¥p O83 as a vocative and subject of the two im- 

peratives. 6 has dvdhape d@pOaruovs cou lepovoaAnu Kai ide Tov Epxouevouc 

amo Poppa. lepovoaAnu is here an explanatory gloss, but is quite correct, since 

the whole verse is addressed to Jerusalem. The metre itself shows that Al is 

right in omitting this word, but the singular must, of course, be restored through- 

out. 

The unanimously attested reading is: wand Dads Poy ons nd nN) IPS" *D “INN AD. 
We are here in precisely the same situation as in 18,15: the metre is disturbed. 
According to the elegiac scheme there are too many words for one verse, too 

few for two; and the question, therefore, arises whether we should expand to 

two verses or abridge to one. As in case of 18,15, the rhythm of those stanzas 

which can be clearly distinguished, is in favor of the latter alternative. What 

is the meaning of the general and indefinite subject of 1p5°, © 6tav é€mioxentwvtar? 

JHVH is throughout the speaker, and the subject of the approaching visitations. The 
slight change to “Ipb3 removes both objections and restores a correct first member 

of the metre. Since wx p.>s gives the requisite second member and forms 

the natural conclusion of the thought, the unsuitable and superfluous intervening 

words Jy onix nied nxt must be omitted. 
4 has nws iD, but NwN>D suits the metre better and is smoother. 

According to the structure of the remaining stanzas a whole verse must have 

fallen out here, which, however, I do not venture to restore. The word D3°5s}, 

found in all the Versions, with its departure from the vocative hitherto strictly 
observed, is evidence of the corruption which has here taken place in the text. 

Here, too, the text must be somewhat altered for the sake of the metre. The 

universally attested reading is: M17" O83 “AND JID Ns 513 Mm, although 6 (Kai epic 

Tov GreiWeiv Uudc euoi) read 41» instead of 7449. We need not hesitate to omit 

the 7m" O83, which is frequently inserted or omitted in the different Versions, and 

then by simply changing the position of ‘MX we obtain a verse perfectly correct 
in form, with which the second member, whose metrical structure has been pre- 

served intact in all the Versions, joins naturally to form a stanza. 

M has again 1ns; 6S, better, ns. 

(6) MM has dy. 
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16 

(4) 

12 (9) 

16, 16—35,17 —oHStSte FeremiaB o<hesi- 59 

of subject from that of v. 6° is indicated, the subject must be the same here, vz. 
the survivors, and the object the dead. It is then at once clear that 6 is 

right in reading on3), instead of Al en3>. The words o7d and ond are both in-* 
dispensable, and, in the case of two words so much alike standing side by side, 

either the first (as in 6), or the second (as in Al) might easily drop out; we 

must here combine 4 and 6. SCHWALLY also strikes out the universally attested 

Sy before bax, whereby the text is made smoother; he also omits the suffixes 

of Y38 and 1x. 

#1 Kthib a5, which is here, as in Ez. 47,10, altered by the Q¢ré to 3%. 

41+ mw, which is correctly omitted in 6. It is related to vv. 14 and 15, 

which did not belong here originally, but are a later addition; before the pro- 

mise can be fulfilled the guilt of Judah must be atoned for twofold. 

Al o> nina, but AOLTSJ agree in reading the third person. 6 omits the whole 

of vy. 1-4 and the opening words of v. 5, the eye of the scribe having probably 

wandered from m1 (16,21) to mM (17, 5°). 

These words are very obscure. All the Versions, so far as we have them, con- 

nect O7°33 1333 in such a way that 07°33 is made the subject of 1313: hvika ava- 

uvnobWory of viol aitwWy; and it must be acknowledged that this view is gramma- 

ul 

10 

tically the most likely. But the sense and context would rather lead us to take 20 

oms3, as well as the two following words, as the object of 1312. For the sacrifice of 

children is always regarded, in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, as the culmination of 

Israel’s crimes. In this case we may suppose that the matter is intentionally 
alluded to here in a delicate manner, just as the succeeding crimes are merely 

mentioned without being specially characterized. 25 

All the Versions read, with Al, oninaa; but here, alongside of ows, only mias6 

could have stood. The same change of 7338 to np is recognized by WELL- 

HAUSEN in Gen. 33,20. 

The longer form ‘114 is very strange in the singular, and AOZCS understood, 

in fact, 770. Al, however, has probably pointed correctly, in which case “17 30 

mwa will refer to Jerusalem; cf 21,13. 

M52. The and, which is found in AOLTSY, is indispensable; cf also 15,13. 

#1 93), which only admits of a very forced explanation. € evades the difficulty 

by a lengthy paraphrase. The Hexaplar Version, whose origin is not expressly 

stated, reads, probably on the basis of a variant text, Kal &paipeOryoetar Kal 35 

tatretvwOnoete. SI both render freely; S$ piaslo; 3 et relingueris sola. We 

must, with GRAF, emend to 47, in accordance with Deut. 15,2.3. 
Al onnsp. AO2, better, éxxexautor; cf 15,14. 

The unanimously attested reading is ‘4, which, following GRAF, must be 4o 

emended to ‘>. “ 
#1 points yyn, which results from the corruption of ‘> to 4. Only the article can 

be intended here, and not the interrogative particle. 

) Sl any. CSF, better, nw. 6G, quite freely, éré6n. 

45 
AM imoy 5s; 6 correctly mpdc we. 

41+ mas nish ns Ww D> mt OWT Ty. 

Verses 15-16 are found in all the Versions, but must nevertheless be stricken 

out. The prolixity of the latter half of this chapter is positively intolerable, and 
the portions wanting in 6 show that later hands have been at work here. 

M+ 5snw nds. An altogether unparalleled accumulation of divine names, in 

which Al stands entirely alone. 

M+ ay 8d3 ond spay iyo xdy ody 35 yp. 
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58 Set Aevemiah s<cresro- 49,20—16,7 

emendation proposed by HIrzic, muy? TS, would, in order to give a proper 

meaning, have to read mary Ann J's. It seems best, then, to read, in accord- 

ance with 4,13.37; 6,4; 13,10; 45,3: ‘> °9 8, which is a genuine Jeremian ex- 

pression, and yields at least a clear sense in agreement with the context. 

AM has won. Instead of this the Q*ré reads n>qm, which, in view of the well- 
known 7 nap Yy, would be equivalent to ‘nan. 6 merely wéAw ewjv. In any 

case, the suffix pronoun must either stand both times, or be omitted both times, 

as in €S3J. 

M+ smn ora, which sensibly disturbs the parallelism, and is rightly lacking 

in 6. 

Ml and all the Versions add to this heading the words: 523 458 ay8952123 737 Ws, 
against the analogy of all the other headings in this section (the first oracle against 

Egypt is a special case), and all the more unnecessarily, since, in v. 30, the King 

of Babylon is expressly named as the threatening enemy. 

M again points 1p'eyT; cf ad v. 8. 
A+ 8723. 
M+ mm 083, which is utterly inappropriate in the mouth of the heathen who 
speak here. 

) MM K°*thib onmiys. 
#+o°3n2, which, in the meaning W¢ dpdkwv (AOTS), or lew yt (S), is alike 

incongruous, and therefore is correctly omitted in 6. 

AM K°thib 515s), which is corrected by the Q*ré to 5x1. The conjunction is found 
in all the Versions; but the usage of the language and the parallelism compel 

us, with GRAF, to strike out the 1, and to take 59s nop) as in construct relation. 
4 K*thib oniwan. 
At x51; 6 and J correctly Hv ovK Tdseroav. 

In Jeremiah the word my is always altered in the Q*ré to Myt, in accordance 

with Deut. 28,25; Ez. 23,46. 

AM K°*thib invades. 
4 K°thib 7sa. 
Ml has, in consequence of an incorrect division of the words, the portentous read- 

ing *32)22p 79. 
Verses I1I-14 are to be omitted. It is generally acknowledged that vv. 13 and 

14 are an unfortunate and unskillful interpolation from 17,3; and we must hold 

the same opinion in regard to vv. 11 and 12. V. 12 is absolutely unintelligible, 

though innumerable attempts have been made to make sense of it. V. 11, in 

respect to which the Versions vary greatly, can only be intended to console 

the prophet and to remind him that his condition is neither so bad nor so devoid 

of comfort as he supposes. But after these comforting words of God, how are 

we to explain the terrible outbreak in v. 15? To what, then, do the opening 

words of v. 15, MYT TANK, incorrectly omitted in G, refer? V. 15 is the immediate 

continuation of v. 1o, and by so regarding it all difficulties and objections are 

removed. 

M K*thib Jnow; Qfré FNWw. 
MM K‘thib J935. 

In regard to this whole passage cf SCHWALLY, Leben nach dem Tode (Giessen, 

1892) p. 22. Al has 5y ovpiman p> ons wpe xdi nip by tema> Sax by ond ips 821 
wes Sys VaR; G Kai od ww) KraoOh Gptocg ev revder aitWY eic TapdKAnow emit TE- 

OvNKOTL OU TOTIOVOLV AUTOV TOTIPLOV Eig TAaPdKANOL ei TaTpi Kai UNnTpPi aUTOD. 

G, therefore, read and instead of amd, and ona instead of 1»m35. Since no change 
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48 (45-47) 

(4) 

(8) 

(20) 
(23) 

(25) 

48,45—49,25 oS Feremiah so<rebie- 57 

Verses 45-47, which in fact are wanting in 6, are to be cut out as a later inter- 

polation. They are very awkwardly made up from Num. 21 ,28.29, and 24,17, 

and only serve to weaken the forcible and full conclusion of v. 44. Moreover, in 

accordance with the parallel passage Num. 21,28, }1m°D n’2" must be read instead 

of }\M'D 72. 

) Al points nda; but G (MeAxod) and $ read here correctly the name of J/¢/com, 

the principal god of the Ammonites. 
The form universally attested is wn. But according to the context, only Ammon 

itself, or a prominent Ammonite city can be addressed. It is true that Hesbon lay 
only five hours journey from Rabbath Ammon, but it was never an Ammonite town, 

nor was it ever considered as such. Nothing remains, therefore, but to emend 

to pHy. pHxy alone, without %33, is, indeed, only found in 1 Sam. 11,11; but here, 

where the land is addressed as personified, there can be no objection to this 

rather rare mode of designating it. 
sy is an excellent emendation by K. H. Graf, for the ‘y of #l and Versions. The 

context imperatively requires the capital of Ammon. It is true that we only find 

the form “y in case of the capital of Moab, but there is nothing to prevent our 

assuming that the capital of Ammon also, which, as GRAF very justly remarks, 

had no proper name, was called 1y by the Israelites. Moreover this objection 

can be readily removed by reading Yym m73w; Vpn is the capital, as the oc- 

currence of the name /adéah in parallelism with it puts beyond doubt; cf 2 Sam. 

10,3, and especially v. 8, where we read simply \ywn nn, but where we must 

conclude from the context that Rabbah is intended, although it is not mentioned 

by name throughout the whole chapter, and even in v. 14 appears merely as 2 

Vyrt. 

M points again 039; cf especially 48,7. 
M only ‘8; G h A€youoa tic cioekevoetar eT? €ue. This mNT can hardly be dis- 

pensed with. 

Al points 3peyn, but the sense absolutely requires an imperative. 

M reads ynNIpb; G also, év xpovw W emeokewdunv ew avtdv; while €SJ3 read 

wipe. Vid. ad 6,15. 

M reads ow’. There can be no doubt as to the sense. 

Al has 73873 0°2, with which nothing can be done. The change to O°, in accord- 

ance with Is. 57,20, (so GRAF) must be considered a complete failure; since a 

boiling and raging sea cannot form a fitting image for a frightened and des- 
pairing multitude. 6 has e&éotnoav €BuuWOnoay; but to read 1387 13193 and assume 

that o°2 is an interpolation from Is. 57,20, where also the words 921° 89 ppwn 

occur, is out of the question, since in the passage before us the parallelism re- 
quires three words. It would be simplest to read p23 instead of O°: fear zs upon 

them; but the order of the words opposes this, since in that case we should 

certainly expect 03 7385. To read, in accordance with 139M) (or rather 1333119n)) 

way Wa Is. 64,6, TINT WA 12163 is also unsatisfactory. In view, then, of the 

traditional form of the text, nothing remains but to read 7383 72 12103, 2 and 

3 actually have, respectively, U0 uepiuvys, and prae sollicitudine. 

M 52; but we must read, with 6 and ¢, doy. 
The universally attested reading is n33y xd Js, and G also has mW ovxi €yKateArTey. 

The rendering how zs the splendid city not deserted/ would be acceptable enough so 
far as the sense is concerned, but is a pure Germanism. The view of certain 
Jewish commentators, mentioned by RASHI and QAMHI, who took aty in the mean- 

ing of to let go, to spare, (Wy mY Nan Now NIN Ayr yo Nays Xd mp), is inad- 
missible on grounds of usage. In spite of 3 guomodo dereliquerunt civitatem lau- 
dabilem, to strike out the negative would be commonplace and unmethodical. The 
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56 —cHSieit Fevemiah s3<peBis-- 48,8—44 

tently 7333 M33) FAINT. One thing at least is clear, that 6 read here only one 

word; and this agrees with the structure of the verse. Since in v. 41 AT3HM)= 

kai Ta OxUpWuaTa, we should have here, as the equivalent of €v dxupwWuartt 

oovu, JAISH2, in which we immediately recognize Al JnIsK2. The reading of 6 

is correct in point of fact. While the boasting of riches and treasures introduces 
a new feature into the picture, for which we are altogether unprepared, and 

which leads to no result, we need only be acquainted with the nature of the 

land of Moab, to understand a boasting of mountain fortresses. This Jn7302 

was corrupted in 4l to ‘JAS. through the influence of the similar, but not 

altogether identical, passage 49,4. Jwy. can only be a later addition meaning 

zdols, since, in the second half of the verse, Moab’s idol Chemosh is explicitly 

mentioned. 

AM K*thib wp. 

The Q‘ré unnecessarily alters 1M to 3M. 

Al iws; 6 and S «awe. 

AM om5233; TS have the plural in both cases; 6 kai td Képata (corruption of 

the Greek for xépaua.) avtov. 
Al points 73%, which J. D. MICHAELIs correctly alters to 17% in accordance with 

Vv. 18; of. also v. 8. 

4 K‘thib ‘aw, a mere clerical error. 

AM K*thib ‘pyr **da. 
The utterly disproportionate length of this oracle against Moab must strike every 

one, and this is the more obvious, since the length is in inverse ratio to the im- 

portance of the contents. But since the passage contains much that is vigorous 

and original, and since such an expression as v. 13 can only be understood if 

placed before the destruction of Jerusalem, we must endeavor to extract the 

genuine Jeremian nucleus from the mass of accretions that envelop it. This has 

been our course in our treatment of the text. In favor of striking out vv. 21-24 

only zsthetic reasons can be urged, but they seem to be sufficiently weighty. 

4 K*thib nybip, Ofré nya. 

Verses 26 and 27 evidently presuppose the fall of Jerusalem, while Moab is re- 
garded as having escaped the calamity; they cannot, therefore, have been written 

in the fourth year of Jehoiakim. 

A K*thib ANyms, Ofré S3D3. 

Verses 29-34 are utterly idle and empty excerpts from Is. 15 and 16, a pro- 

phetic passage which frequently crops out here; but by Jeremiah, while it is 

freely employed and reproduced, it is never simply copied. The next verses, 

35-38, are characteristic of his mode of procedure in regard to his original. 

We might feel tempted to alter win Vp ‘w38 5s, in accordance with Is. 16,7, to 

win Vp "wy ws os; but there is no sufficient reason for it, especially after cutting 

out Vv. 29-34. 

AM wxid2°>, and so also 3. 6S translate here freely. According to the parallel 

passage Is. 15,2, w81 53 must be read. 
Al ort 5> Sy. But n573 is undoubtedly a participle and not a nominal form, so 

that we must read with 6, kai méom xeipec=orm 52. 

AM has panp Sy). But 52, which might easily fall out after Sy, is here indispens- 

able, and is actually found in 63. 
Al +1555, which between the two J'x’s is out of place and interrupts the con- 
nection. 
Al -- ai 58 Pb3D wID) ANT IWw3D Tan. A literal interpolation from 49, 22. 

Al + myp mws 255 Sinn ara asi "23 25 am. Likewise interpolated from 49, 22. 

A K*thib Dan, 
AM has 5x; 6 and S, better, tadta=ndx. 
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25,38—48,7 tigate Feremiah 22<>esie- 55 

and with regard to their contents also they are suspicious. Moreover, the mean- 
ingless BD‘NISI_N in v. 34 must, following 6, be stricken out, and perhaps also 

instead of *22 should be read 17> Worep oi Kptol ot ekhextot. In v. 38 instead 

of the very strange 73Y7 jn, 737 3 must be restored from 6; cf 46,16; 

50, 16. 

AM reads WEA od; G Kal AVdor dvdByte. The parallelism and the structure of 
the verse require here two names of peoples, just as previously pip wi. The 

Lydians are too distant to appear here as the allies or auxiliaries of the Egyp- 

tians, so that instead of them the Libyans, n‘n15, are to be understood; cf Nah. 

3,19; 2 Chr. 12,3; 16,8; Dan. 11,43 (see STADE, De popiulo Javan, p. 6). It is 

impossible to find any national name graphically resembling ‘wbSn. The name 

n“2d, which stands in 2 Chr. 12,3, next to nay, is obscure and doubtful. 

A K*thib ‘naan. 
) M has yndp; but 6 mwvijv oov is precisely what is required by the parallelism 3p I ) | y ] 

with JAMs3). 

6 heads this article simply émi tovs AdAo@vaAous, just like the four following. Al 

gives the title in the form: ow. onwds ds wan ome, Ox mi at aT WS 
my MX my Ww md. It is expressly stated by Herodotus (2,159) that Pharaoh Necho 

conquered Gaza; cf Hirzic’s dissertation De Cadyti urbe Herodotea; the notice 

in J is, therefore, in substance correct. Nevertheless it can hardly have formed 

part of the original text, since from the whole style of description (cf that of the 
North, v.2!),; and from the analogy of the other oracles forming part of this group, 

Nebuchadnezzar is the only enemy with whom the Philistines can here be 

threatened. We must, therefore, look upon the reading of Ml as the result of 

a false combination. 
4 has op»y, from which no satisfactory sense can be obtained. 6 xai oi katd- 

houtor Evaxelu=o'psy NNW; cf Josh. 11,22. 

Al *wpwn, which can only be a clerical error, due to the influence of the imme- 

diately preceding *»pwn. GSI unanimously houxdoe. 

41+ mwan, which three words later, is to be found in all the Versions also. 

4 mys, which is altered by the Qtré to myys. 6 has cic Zoyspa=MWS; cf. 

also the similar parallel passage in Is. 15,5. The pointing My’ (since in the 
scriptio defectiva we have only to do with variation in pointing) is to be explain- 

ed from 49,20; 50,45; cf also 14,3. 

Al K*thib mda. 
M has oy Typ. 3°33 Abys 33; G év cAavOuwd avaProetar khaiwy ev 6d Npw- 
vaiu. %23, which is found in all the Versions is altogether meaningless, and °5, 
which immediately follows, looks suspiciously like dittography; indeed 6 omits 

it altogether. We should, according to the parallel passage Is. 15,5, emend 

Dyn THAI Ia ASy* 532; the copulative conjunction before 793 can hardly be 

dispensed with. 
Ml+"1¥, with which nothing can be done. 6 and € either did not read the 

word or did not translate it. 
Hl syiy>, which gives no satisfactory sense, whether we take the word as a 

proper name or as an appellative; A pupikn; cf wry 17,6. 6 has whotep dvoc 

d&yploc=Wiy>, which is graphically almost identical, and presents a strikingly 

appropriate image of the persecuted Moab fleeing in despair into the most 
lonely and desolate wildernesses in order to save her life from the invading foe. 

) Al pnysis3 pwyps; G only év dxupWuartt cov. SJ translate the text of 4 (though 

probably influenced by 6): 27 munitionibus tuts et in thesauris tuts; € consis- 
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54 —tigeteet Jeremiah s2<peexo- 25,1—38 

chapter has undergone a revision which has completely distorted the original 
meaning. This meaning is plainer in 6 than in 41, which exhibits a much more 

advanced stage of revision. The form of the text adopted by us is based 
throughout on SCHWALLY. 

M+ daa pop ayes mews aw an. 
A+ 817 ITD. 
M-+ 50. 
M+R my It eT. 
4 has DYDwe. 

M+ onyaw xd. 
Verses 4-6 are found in all the Ancient Versions (except that in 6 yyw is omitted 
in v. 4, and 83 in v. 5), but belong altogether to the revision. They contain an 

unusual number of strange expressions, and give a view of the fruitless efforts 

of the other prophets as well, which is utterly inappropriate here. 
M+ 02d yrds po Awyba (Qeré sap 'yd7) “sym jyH>d m7 ond. 
M+ 5. 
A ninawp; © correctly watptav. 

M-etay 523 45 ay87I2033 O81 TIT ON. 
A+ msn. 
Monpinm; 6 better kai eEepnuwow avtovc. 

# has 52a 9p ny mbsn oan yayi; 6 correctly kai dovAevoouow ev Toig EBveow. 

V. 12 also, which 6 presents in the shorter form kat €v TH TANpWOFVvar Ta EBdoO- 

wikovta étn exdikijow TO EBvoc Exeivo Kai Orjoouar avTOUS Eig APaviouov aiWviov, 

belongs to the revision. 
The same is true both of v. 13°, which has, in 6, the reading oan dy without 52, 
and of v. 14 which 6 omits entirely. 

The passage 25, 1-13, in its present shape, was intended to form an introduction 
to the book of discourses on foreign peoples, including those on Babylon cc. 

46-51. The latter in 6 are actually ineodiucee in this place, and must once have 
stood here in Al also, since the words 13>, which in 6 plainly form the heading 
to the discourses on foreign peoples, are here retained in AM. 

V. 14 is then a further amplification laying renewed emphasis on the fact that the 

Babylonian Empire, too, must undergo the wrathful judgement of JHVH. 

A n> 95; G simply ottwe. 

M ns; 6CSJI unanimously xal Gpxovtag avtod. 

AM mm nya addpds mprwd; G only Kai eig ouptyudv. The copulative conjunction is 
necessary, and the redundant words in Ml are an addition, which is altogether 

out of keeping with the situation in c. 25. 
M has s.y7 52 ns}, and although this is confirmed by 6 kai mdévtag Tov ouuut- 

Ktous, the proper name Arvada must certainly be read here. 

M+ yiym pas ‘op 55 nsxi. It is especially easy to explain excrescences and ad- 

ditions in just such a passage as this. 

AM + prs. 
M+5 (47s). 
Mosndp ngi; © Kai Paorreic. 
M+ 25 52 nxy aiy "dp. 
L-- >> ner mp 258. 
M pasn (sic/) niodepa. The article is syntactically impossible and stamps the 

words as not original. 6 simply: kai mdoas Paoiletas Tag ETL MpooWToOU TIS THs. 

M--omns one qww yop. The athbash yw is sufficient to prove this a later 

piece of trifling. 
SCHWALLY (Joc. cit.) has clearly established the fact that these nine concluding 

verses are not original. An entirely different tone all at once appears in them, 
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9,21—25,1 —orSetese Feremiah ss<peste- 53 

an interval not less so. The emendation 3848, which is graphically very simple, 

removes both objections. 33.338» 3325vm is imperatively required both by 

sense and context. Al reads s3ni3v 3>°>WT, which can only be rendered: ¢hey 
(people) have cast down our dwellings. 6 Kai ameppiyauev TA OKHYWHAaTA huwy, 

7. e. WMD I325wA, and this shows the first stage of the corruption of the text, 

viz. the falling out of the ® before ». 
Before 7553, Al reads my OxX3 7D IB5. These words are grammatically very ob- 

jectionable, have no meaning at all in this place, and disturb the whole metrical 

arrangement, so that, following 6, we must strike them out. 

Ml and all the Ancient Versions read mwn ‘3p d5y youd, as in 8,2; 16,4; 
25,32; cf also 2 K. 9,37; but this is not allowable for metrical reasons. The form 

given in the text is based on wy 83,11: M789 jO7 '. G presents this verse ina 

still further amplified form: kai €soovtat ot vexpoi TWY AvOpWwrwy eis Tapdderyua 

eri tpooWrouv TOD Ted{oU Tic Tic Huy, so that we might be tempted to expand 

the thought into a complete stanza of two verses; but the metrical structure is al- 

together opposed to this. 

M Kethib ‘naw. The fact that the metre hitherto employed is retained in this 

verse also, shows that 10,17 is the immediate continuation of 9,21. 

This 1xyn* yyn> is very difficult, but is the universally attested reading. 6 6twc¢ 

edpeOh f TANT cou; C Pmawm nym poapys a; FI zta wt inveniantur. S quite 
freely, and with a different application: usseusase ustasasy The inter- 

pretation which we adopt, ‘hat they may feel it, is that best suited to the 
context, although difficult to support by usage. The divine threat was intended 

in bitter, deadly earnest — that must be the sense of the words; they are im- 

mediately followed by the confession of humbled Zion that this severe 

punishment is fully deserved. The interpretation ¢hat they may find me, which 

is to be found as early as S, cannot be established grammatically, and is based 

on an incorrect understanding of 16,21. In this connection a promise is out 
of place, even one that is made possible and brought about through the medium 

of a severe punishment. 
This verse is found in # and all the Ancient Versions, though 6 omits the 17528) 

at the end. But this verse gives rise to the most serious suspicion. Apart from 
the question whether such an idea can be attributed to Jeremiah, it does 
not suit the context here at all. The words are found, almost literally, in y 79 

(vv. 6-7) which is certainly Maccabean. There, as the outcry of a people driven 

to despair by the frantic oppression of the heathen, and by devilish persecution 
for the sake of JHVH, they are appropriate and psychologically natural. But 
here, where these heathen have simply executed JHVH’s own sentence upon the 
sinful people, it would be utterly inconsistent to call down God’s wrath upon 
the obedientinstrument of JHVH, in order to avertit from the disobedient people. Such 
a thing could only be possible, if the heathen had exceeded JHVH’s commission, 

and done more than had been commanded them (cf Is. 10,5-19; 47,6-15); but 

such an idea would have to be expressed, and is, moreover, absolutely inap- 

propriate to the context here. As the words stand, they are a clear expression 

of the view that the heathen are in themselves an object of JHVH’s wrath, the 

Jews an object of his favor, a view which directly contradicts the whole theo- 

logy of Jeremiah. It is possible that originally something different stood here, 

since v. 24 does not form a fitting conclusion to along connected discourse; but 

it certainly could not have been the present v. 25. 

The excellent treatise of SCHWALLY, ZAT. viii, 177-190, should be consulted in 

regard to the whole of c. 25. SCHWALLY has shown convincingly that this 
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(5) At naa\w, which is either a dittogram of the initial 7 of oyn, or is due to the 

effect of the interpolated nbwin. 

+ p5wm, which in the traditional form of the text, is impossible. We must 
either read mn Dyn Aw yr, or Ddwry maaw yp. We decide, with 6, in favor 

of the former reading. 

AM K*thib anys 13. 
AM K&thib pip). 
Al omnyw, but the asyndeton is here harsh, and quite inadmissible if the 

words form the conclusion of a verse. The copulative conjunction must, there- 

fore, be inserted, with 6S. 

A+ py na aw ny ww spy mwy mdD yD ay) gasp ysa psa mds dy sy) ype “> 
1D" 7d yp 8d pdam wa 8d wis o3 wy mayin °D want? ody psy ovdw ody apd adps by 
mim os wa onIpp nya o>533. An almost literal repetition of 6,13-15, which 

suit here well enough, but are entirely unnecessary and, on the other hand, se- 

parate nwa from vv. 13 and 14 which explain it. Since there is no reason for 

supposing that the words have been either unintentionally or intentionally omitted 
in 6, we must regard them as a later interpolation from c. 6. 

) #l+-oayy md jas}, which can only mean: and J gave them, caused to befall them, 
what they had transgressed. This is in sense impossible, since the punishment 
evidently lies in the future, and in point of language it would be most singularly 

expressed. It is better to slightly alter the punctuation and read jAN} then [ will 

give them, bring upon them, those who shall pass over them, that is: the enemy 
who are to execute the punishment; or according to the emendation proposed 

by ROTHSTEIN, ops’: who shall devour them. But what is there to devour on 

a fig-tree or vine which bears no fruit, and has even lostits foliage? The inter- 

pretation most suitable to the context would be that of AOS xai €dwxa avtoic Kai 

TaphAGev avtovc, which (z. e. fruit and foliage) 7 had given them, but which has 
vanished from them. ‘his interpretation is based upon a recognition of the fact 

that the words 523 ndym form a conclusion to both the preceding members, D°33) }'8 

MINNA DAKN PX) 3533, and cannot, therefore, introduce an entirely new idea. But 

since the structure of the verse does not absolutely require a new member, we 

must, following 6, omit these words, as a gloss intended to form a transition be- 

tween vv. 13 and 14. 

M md; 6 better évavtiov avtod. 

Al has 715" ps3 MS HysT kA AIDA AID TNs 7AIwS ws myn. G, on the other 

hand, ndiknoav Kat ov diéAitov Tov émoTpéwa. TdKog Emi TOKW Kai dOAO¢ ETI 

ddAW* OUK HPEAOV Eid€var UE Myol KUpioc. Passing over the slight variant npn 

for myn, the two readings are identical, except that the words are differently 

divided. The form presented by 6 is by far the preferable one, on both material 

and philological grounds. 
6 and tpooWmou tovnpias Suyatpdc Aaod uov. AM only “wy 2 °3bH; but nyn is 

indispensable, and might easily have dropped out before n3. 
) The Qfré reads pnw instead of ymw, which is at least unnecessary; the K*thib 

moreover is supported by 6 titpWoxovoa, and by 3 vulnerans. 

M+ 03, which, however, is rightly lackihg in 6$J3, and apparently also in €; 

of. 5.9.29. 
M+imn ayn ns. G6, correctly, simply idov éyw ywuwd adtovc. CF translate as 

though the text were mn nym ns Sxp °337. 
AM myiam; but G xal pbeyEdo8woav must be regarded as the original, as the 

variation in #t between 73813n and 7a NIN) immediately before also shows. 

AM has °> px, joining the > to the following clause. But yn alone, without any 
qualification, would be very singular, and the repetition of the ‘) after so short 
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idea is certainly most appropriate and in accordance with the connection; but 

the words do not suit the metre, and it cannot be supposed that the prophet 

would here suddenly depart from the metrical arrangement, which he so strictly 

maintains both in the preceding portion and also in the two following verses. 
We must, therefore, while keeping as closely as possible to the traditional text, 

bring the words into proper metrical arrangement, and this can be done either by 

expanding the words into two verses, or by contracting them into one. The 

form of the’ other stanzas, in which the idea is invariably expressed in two parallel 
verses, compels us to adopt the latter alternative, unless we expand the preced- 

ing verse Mp’ Xwd “py "aMDw%D, into a complete stanza by the addition of a 10 

second verse, and this is in every respect a less advisable procedure. We must, » 

therefore, have a verb which can serve as predicate to both halves of the verse. 

Since bw> cannot be construed either with } or with 5, I adopt 4>w which is 
graphically the most probable, and is construed with both the above-mentioned 

prepositions. om3753 and J1.....25 are later explanatory additions. 

4 Kethib npn. 
All the Versions have 3°3%; but it is more in accordance with the structure of 

the m3°p strophe, to have the second and shorter member follow asyndetically. 

#1 points oss; but 6TSF agree in reading delEw avtoics—ON BN. 

MM K¢thib Anw. 
Al has ‘nn, which is certainly an error; cf 3,6. 

For mi the Q&ré would read ym, which would have about the same meaning, 

but would not be so forcible an expression. 

6 simply dxovoate Adyov Kupiovu méoa “lovdata. Instead of this, Al presents 

the beginning of this chapter in the following amplified form: 58 Mn ws 12507 
MAP 137 Iw NAR) AT IIT NS OW NSP MM H. Aywa “py? soxd mim nx my 

mind minnwnd moan osywa osxan mim 52. Since no reason can be assigned for 
an unintentional omission of these words in 6, and still less for their intentional 

omission, the shorter form of the text presented by 6 must be regarded as the 
original. On the other hand, it is easy to see the motive which would lead to 

the introduction of additions from 26,2. 

The general traditional pointing is 33583, which EWALD cleverly alters to 33933. 
#1+5>, which has probably crept in here from the following part of the verse. 

6 correctly omits it. 

) Al always points n>", which evidently =n2xdn, and is regarded as a synonym 

of the more usual DY»wA NB¥. But originally the feminine of 35» was certainly 
intended, which is always read 735. Cf especially on this point, KUENEN, Vers- 
lagen en Mededeelingen de K. Akad. v. Wetensch., Afdeel. Letterkunde 3. Reeks, 

Deel 5 (1887) [=KUENEN’s Gesammelte Abhandlungen (Freiburg i. B. 1894, pp. 186- 
211] and, as the principal defender of the opposite view, STADE, ZAT. vi, 289-339. 

4 Kethib x3in. 
M+ nyvws, as the word more commonly employed by Jeremiah in such a case. 

Both words together give rise to an impossible construction, so that, following 

6, we omit nyvws. 

The universally attested reading is oY D'8'37, in which o% is probably to be 

regarded as a dittogram of the final o° of O'8$337, since OY alone never means 

daily; we should, in this case, have at least oy oy. Cf 25,4; 26,5; 29,19; 35,15; 

44,4. 

4 Kthib 18°3)). 

) M+ oxw3n, a dittogram from the preceding line and, therefore, rightly 

lacking in 6. 
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cellent emendation m3, which is almost categorically demanded by the sense 
and the context. 

The Q£ré reads unnecessarily 817 737} instead of 1371. 
AM Kethib aya. 

Both here and in the whole of the following passage, we must deviate consider- 

ably from the traditional text. #1 reads “SY "38 39m, which can be explained 
in two ways: “WW may be taken to mean my /fie/ds, and we may translate: Does 

the snow of Lebanon that comes from the rocks leave my fields? that is, does it 
ever cease to water Canaan? Or “’ may be regarded as the well known poetic 

by-form for m3, and, according to 17,3; 21,3, referred to Jerusalem: Does the 

snow of Lebanon cease from the rock of the feld>? \n this case, comparing 

Ww 133,3, a connection is assumed between the waters of Jerusalem and the 

Lebanon. Then it is still better to adopt EWALD’s view, and to see in the rock 

of the field the peak of Lebanon itself, clad with eternal snow and visible 

from afar. ‘This interpretation of the words is undoubtedly the most natural and 
probable; and we obtain this sense clearly and unambiguously, if we make the slight 

alteration of “Tw to jw. Sirion is, according to Deut. 3,9, another name for 

Mount Hermon, which occurs also in poetry y 29,6; and the Anti-Lebanon is 

still more appropriate here than the Lebanon, since the former is actually cover- 

ed with perpetual snow, while the Lebanon attains the region of perpetual snow 

only in its more distant northern portions lying outside of Palestine. For the 

reading Ww, 6 paves the way with its dm6 jwétpac uaotot and XS with amo twetpac 

uaotWv, which, since a status constructs is altogether out of the question, points 

to a reading nw or yw. A presents here a noteworthy attempt to obtain a 

satisfactory sense from the traditional text by means of a slight change of punc- 

tuation: ) eyKaTaderpOrjoetat Go oTEepeod ikavod xiv tod Aipdévou= 138 IT 

“3W: Does the snow of Lebanon ever cease to come from the Rock, the Almighty 
The change to }™w is still not sufficient; we must also correct ty to 37. 

ary used absolutely is very rare, and } aty is never used at all, while 2% occurs 

Lam. 4,9 as a synonym of dD in the sense, fow away, melt away, vanish. 

The second hemistich is given by the entire tradition in the form: 3wn3' O8 

pois op oop. G wh exxhivn bdwp piraiws dveuw pepduevov, goes back to a 
text substantially the same; it evidently reads Op instead of ap, and renders 

somewhat freely. I pass over here the numerous attempts to extract a tolerable 
sense from np ot. It is evident, however, at the first blush, that the second 

hemistich forms, in its syntactic relation to the first hemistich, the second member 

of a double question, and also that, in regard to its matter, it must contain a 

parallel thought to the first, a rhetorical question. It is, moreover, extremely 

probable that the construction also was originally parallel to that of the first 

hemistich. We are thus led to point pn as o% corresponding to "89. The 

mountain peak is contrasted with the surface of the sea. The Mediterranean 

Sea (ns O° Deut. 11,24; 34,2; Joel 2,20; Zech. 14,8) was, for the Hebrews, 

the Ocean, the great sea; and this reading must be restored here. That which 

dries up from the ocean just as little as the snow melts from the mountain tops, 

is the water. 0°53 alone would be completely sufficient in poetic diction (Ex. 
15,8; Is. 44,3; Cant. 4,15; Prov. 5,15; wy 78,16.44), but since the metre positively 

requires two words, we must read D9, The suspicious similarity of the two words 

np on in the received text is very striking. The possibility of regarding them 

as the corruption of an original o% yyns cannot be gainsaid, and in this way 

the conditions both of sense and parallelism are strictly fulfilled. 
Here, too, a wide departure from the traditional text is necessary. #l has pidwioy 

mydo xd Jaa mans n> adiy (Qeré *dyaw) yaw oD TI3, and so all Versions. The 
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41 has ‘3m}, but in accordance with the sense only the third pers. sing. fem. is 

possible, as rendered by €S$3 and explained by RASHI and QAMHI. 4, more- 

over, actually writes in) in v. 8. G has é€mdpvevoav, as previously also étopev- 

8noav, but in many MSS, among them those of Lucian’s recension, we find 

in both cases the singular émopevOn and éemdpvevoev. An analogous case is “Man 

18 , 23. 

) The Qfré reads unnecessarily 81n) for ANN). 

) AMC and most of the MSS of G have 84}, Kai eidov, which gives no sense. ‘The 

group of MSS which exhibit the text of Lucian, and $ offer the only reading 

which suits the context kai eidey, lune; and in G it is only a matter of the dif- 

ference between eidov and cidev. 3, rightly perceiving the impossibility of the 

traditional text, passes over the word altogether. 

Hl has 5p», which 6€$3, the Masora and Rabbinical tradition derive expressly 

from the stem 55p. In view of the large number of analogous formations, the 

fact that no substantive 5p occurs makes no difference, but the idea would be 
too weak. 
#1 has 430m). But since 43n is intransitive, we could only have ps7 43Nh) as in 

3,1, omitting MX, or PINA"AN AINA), as in 3,2. The latter is preferable. SJ 

actually render so. 6 omits the words altogether. 

41 onynw, an error due to the influence of the succeeding verse. 69 correctly 

UTNKoVOUS, audistz. 

STADE has shown (ZAT. iii, 14-15) that vv. 17 and 18 have no connection with 

the preceding verses, but are an addition by a Jater hand. This is sufficiently 

evident from the contradiction between vv. 14 and 18. In the former, the con- 

verted remnant of the Ten Tribes of Israel are brought back to Jerusalem, which 

is clearly regarded as still standing. In the latter, both Israel and Judah return 

to Palestine from the northern land, so that Judah, too, is regarded as languishing 

in exile. These interpolated verses have displaced the original conclusion of the 
passage, since a discourse could not end with v. 16. 

Hl points very strangely pAIaN, as also € and J. The only possible reading is 

that of GS Kai Aadjoeic, pelo. This would suggest AID}, but we must assume that 

onan was the original reading, and that 6 and S, rendering somewhat freely, 

have left the suffixed pronoun untranslated, since otherwise it would be impossible 
to account for the reading of Ail. 
Al +- ninarp nwa), an utterly impossible expression, which disturbs the whole struc- 

ture of the verse. 

4 sya, which is a mere clerical error. 6@SJ all read év kaipW; cf Vv. 12; 2, 

27-28. 

41 presents this verse in the form: WIPTWIA DD ANT ANwy wn32 ppd mp 

‘OYA 8 “DNV. wD oyH May, which is so hopelessly corrupt that all attempts at 

explanation must fail. 6 has ti hratnuévyn ev TH oikw wou etroinoe PdEAVYUG; 

ur evxal Kai kpéa &pia dpedovow ard ood Tag KaKlac Gov, 7) TOUTOIS dIapEvEN; 

This undoubtedly contains the original text, and from it the origin of all the cor- 

ruptions of #1 can be readily and certainly explained. 

The reading of Al and all Versions is \9nb3, which can only be explained in a 

forced and absurd manner. HI?TziG’s emendation {n}3, on the basis of Deut. 

34,7, is most excellent in its classic simplicity. 

#1 reads 4n}, specially noting the scr7ptio defectiva. But even € has thought 

it necessary to alter the verb here. According to 14,15, 18H) is evidently the 

correct reading. 

In place of the universally attested reading nya, HITZIG again proposes the ex- 
Jer. Ti 
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of 3 to Wa (Qfré) cannot be explained unless pm be understood in this 

way. 

4 correctly 3, which is altered by the Q£ré to "3, owing to its incorrect con- 

ception of pi. 

G émotpewate (xeipa). The latter word is not found in all MSS, and in none 

with the possessive pronoun. Al 77, which arises through dittography of the 

initial 3 of the following 73123, and consequently the infin. absol. 2¥5 had to be 

taken as imperative. 
Al has D’AIPA as in 49,8; 50,31; but all the Ancient Versions read On3p8, as also 

M in the passages 8,12; 10,15; 11,23; 23,12; 46,21; 48,44; 50,27. 

MM nb pT, expressly pointed as} conversivum. © correctly kaSeotaKa, and C33 

have at least e¢ comstitut. 

6 xai ot momatvovtes Ta TOtuvia avTWY, which contains a most excellent and 

apposite reference to v. 3. l Da™WSRAX AY yt, which is utterly un- 
intelligible. Since my in this connection can not possibly designate the 
congregation of Israel (so €@), or a portion of it, while My, without further quallt- 

fication, can hardly be taken as referring to the assemblage of the peoples (so 

apparently 3), and the rendering ouvvaywyi év avtot¢g (ZS) is excluded by the 

nx, A has cleverly thought of the stem My: Kai yvWTe (YN) THY MapTuptav Thy 
ovoav €v avtoic. But in this case we should at least have my ns, and, further- 

more, MY never occurs in the sense of testimony given against one. We must, 

therefore, gratefully accept the reading of 6: any ‘yn, though the construction 

would certainly be smoother if we read pA Ty py dy). 

The K°thib y728', in favor of which we have the testimony of all the Ancient 

Versions, is altered by the Q‘ré to 1738}, which only makes the construction 

more dragging and affected. 

The Q¢ré reads 1xyn and 125n in conformity with all the Versions. The K*thib 

has *“8n and %25n, which is due to the influence of the singular forms of the 

following verse. 
Al points "¥29, which gives no satisfactory sense. J. D. MICHAELIS proposes 
here the excellent punctuation 1¥2"; for 183 in the sense of sefarating from ex- 

traneous matter, said of the refiner of metal, o£ 133 Job 22,24.25 (and 36, 19°). 

G (é€v Aaoig Sedoxiuaouevoic) probably read jap “P23, since M3, which im- 

mediately precedes, and n3n3}, which immediately follows, are both rendered by 

doxiudZw, although the word na» does not occur elsewhere, and 1M" would be 

graphically more probable; 1733 primp, Prov. 8,10, is actually rendered Unép 

xpuotov dedoKkiuaouevov. 

MM pnwxy in the K&thib as one word; so also S eases ge. The Qfré and 

all other Versions divide into two words. We must also follow the Masoretic 

accentuation, which joins Ys to the second part of the verse and separates it 
from nb’ WM}. “WI is not, as GESJ take it, Nif‘al from Wn, but Qal from 1n3 

to snort, pant, of which no verbal forms occur, though it is undoubtedly the stem 
-from which are derived 7 n3 8,16, 1n3 Job 39,20, and nvm} Job 41,12 (most 

probably also qn1wn33 Ez. 32,2, the clever emendation proposed by EWALD in 

place of the traditional J'n11"733). 
Al ayy, which might be a nominal formation like }ima in v. 27; but it is simpler 

to read, with GSJAL (cf also 9,23) the participle 1i3. 

STADE (ZAT. iv, 151-154) has shown convincingly that 3,6-16 forms an inde- 

pendent passage, complete in itself, which interrupts the connection between 
3,5 and 3,19, and cannot originally have stood here. A certain affinity with 

3,1-3 on the one hand, and with 3,20-22 on the other, may have caused its 

insertion here, 
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cf. also the German /dufisch. € seems not to have read the word, $ freely, but 
well liacl. 

) M-+ o> mvyy md. These words, rightly omitted in 6, are superfluous and, 

moreover, do not suit the context. Speeches of the false prophets are not quoted 

here, and even should we assume that the words of the people givenin v. 12 are 5 

merely the echo of the lies spoken to them by the false prophets, and, therefore, 

substantially the language of the prophets, they are nevertheless not words of 

ill omen, but promises of happiness, with reference to which it cannot be said: 
may what they prophesy happen to themselves/ Moreover the words which 

immediately precede in v. 13, are the assurance of what is for Jeremiah an ab- Io 

solute certainty, so that the wish that they may come to pass is utterly illogical. 

STADE (ZAT. iii, 15-16), rightly says that verses 20-22 cannot be attributed to 
Jeremiah. The inflated and pompous diction of y. 22 ill accords with the tone 

of the remaining speeches, which is elevated indeed, but always simple; more- 

over the use of the plurals 1137 and \y*ewnr in calling the prophet to deliver 15 

prophetic addresses to Israel, is unparalleled. 

Mt Kethib m0. 
M has yy 37: 33ay, which the commentators have endeavored to explain in 

various ways: they overstep the words of evil, that is, they surpass in evil all 
measure and limit; or ‘hey overflow with evil words or with evil. XO (Kai mapé- 20 

Bnoav tovs AdyouS mou Eic TovNpdv) read “135, so also J, and apparently €. 6 

and S, on the other hand, cai tapéBnoav xpiow ovK Expivay xpiow dp@avod, did 

not read ys “123 and took the inf. absol. j'7 as a substantive standing as direct 
object to ay. This sets us on the right track. y\ 25 must in fact be stricken 

out, and 3y must be emended to Way, in accordance with Deut. 32,15. The 25 

pausal form of a 7"5 verb with * retained, which occurs also Jer. 12,9, must be 

preserved, as it affords the best explanation of the corruption 3y. 

A very doubtful passage in which the tradition varies greatly. We have trans- 

lated in accordance with Al: 7 annihilate the lovely and delightful, the daughter 30 
of Zion. The words are certainly disconnected and sound rather prosaic and 

flat, but the fact that mp has, in the Qal, the meaning azmzhzlate, is positively 

assured by Hos. 4,5. @ seems to have so understood the words, and RASHI 

and JOSEPH QAMHI explain in the same way. 2% and J Wuotwoa, 7. e. ‘NI, and 

DAVID QAMHI takes the Qal in this sense. S$ rather more suitably: sMasey 35 

=‘n'97, which is taken as 2 pers. fem. written with * according to the Aramaic 

form, but in this case a 5, or an 58 would be necessary. EWALD would avoid 

this difficulty by rendering: 7 mean the daughter of Zion, which he takes as a 

parenthesis; but 793 always means /o zmagine something, never simply fo mean. 
6 differs completely, reading 773 instead of M30 and joining it to v. I: Kal 40 

ovvTpipr) meyaAn yivetar Kal dpaipebrjoetar TO yo OUYaTep Xiwy. This would 

give good sense and would suit the connection. ‘They evidently read nan (cf 

Mi.2,3) instead of ‘n95, but the word &@aipebyjoetar causes some difficulty. A con- 

sideration of #1 might lead to the conjecture mAnsyp31: avd the haughtiness of the 
daughter of Zion shall be brought low. But m3y3 is never translated by G@aipet- 45 
o6a1, nor my by dq@aipeiv, and the context requires something stronger than the 

mere humiliation of haughtiness. It seems best, therefore, to retain the reading 

of Ml. 
4H has myy without pp; so also €. All other Versions read A¥y, which is neces- 
sary; cf. Deut. 20,19. 50 

AM p>, but the same verb must stand in both hemistichs. "pm might be deriv- 
ed from the stem Wp; cf Vem w 33,10; Ez. 17,19; VSS w 89,33; 1YwT Hos. 8,4; 

but the Jewish commentators expressly derive pn from “Np, and the change 
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MI mony; so also XZ (tag movnpiacs). TS better nowy, cf Deut. 10,16. 6G freely 
THY oKAnpoKapdiav Uuwy, but in a number of MSS (among them those which 

contain the recension of Lucian) we find thv d&kpofuotiayv tis Kapdias budv. 

Al K¢thib typni; so also 3, a dittogram of the final 1 of ex). GCS agree with 

the Ocré. 

This verse is modeled on 14,13; 1,6; cf also 1,11.13; 11,5; 24,3. But while 

in these passages the speech of the prophet is immediately followed by the di- 
vine answer, we find here nothing of the sort; v. 11 completely ignores v. 10, 

and connects directly with v.9. As regards the matter also, the words are 

very suspicious. In spite of 1 K. 22,20-23, Jeremiah could not say that the false 
prophets deceived the people by command of JHVH, nor does he ever say so, 

however much he complains of the false prophets and contends against them: 
of. especially the answer of JHVH in 14,14 with the standing onndw xd (14,19; 

23,32; 27,14; 29,9) and the o>'x°23 Odd Nw of 29,8. The verse must accord- 

ingly be considered as a later addition intended to exculpate Judah. 
min. The Masoretic accentuation must be abandoned. Al joins 737 to the 
following words, but 6 correctly regards it as containing the purport of y3In: 
idov_HKaor. Since Jerusalem alone, not the 03 themselves, can be conceived of 

as the recipient of the announcement, 5 must here, as frequently after 1X, serve 

to designate that concerning which the announcement is made. It would have 
been clearer, had the prophet said 037, but the simple 737 is also used in v. 24 

where we should expect 037; cf also Job 9, 19. 

Al presents in the K*thtb the impossible form mix, which, in order to obtain a 
form grammatically possible, is altered by the Q¢ré to nom. The reading adinx 
gives the meaning éAyW which is required by the context and is in accordance 

with the entire tradition. This reading is in fact given in the BAER-DELITZSCH 

edition, but there, too, is pointed mdink. mbimx must, however, have actually stood 
in the archetype of 41, since otherwise the misunderstanding of the form would 
be simply inconceivable. 

4 K*thib ‘nypw, which is altered by the Q*ré to ‘nyHY. The context absolutely 

requires the participle nyy¥, which is also the reading of all the Ancient Versions. 
In 22,29 we have two certain participial forms ending in ‘n. 
M reads mapp ws Ndi ‘noms di snr NII *>D Sy; G, on the other hand, gives the 
only natural and unconstrained order of the words: 816T1 €AdAnoa Kai ov peta- 

vorjow, Wpunoa kai oUK dTooTpEWW AT avTIs. 

6 correctly méoa f xWpa; so also € in the London Polyglot. Al yn, an error 

produced by the influence of the following ‘yn 5>. 
4 K&thib ‘ne. 
The following word 7)1w is wanting in 6, and is rather harsh syntactically, but 

should nevertheless be retained. 

M K¢thib mbox. 
BAER-DELITZSCH point yavx}, and 6€SJ all take it in this sense. But most 

printed editions of the Hebrew have ya¥x, and a few Greek MSS, among them 

those which exhibit the recension of Lucian, have, in accordance with this read- 

ing, kai WexiZov as a doublet. 
The K°thib ns, which gives perfectly good sense, is, to say the least, unneces- 

sarily altered by the Q‘ré to D°3}%. 
The difficult word pw is read by TJAO pwy; F D2, but without obtain- 
ing a satisfactory sense. #l reads o°D¥%, which can only be part. Hif. from a 

stem 73%, which must then be combined with mw 40 wander about, which in Prov. 

5,20 is also used of the madness of love. The stem pw, which EWALD would 
compare (0°)¥)—pnpwis) likewise unites the meanings of running and heat or rut; 
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of pyNN¥b, which might be either first person (63), or second person femi- 

nine (so 3; € seems to have read onxys). Our translation follows the latter con- 
struction as the more probable. 75x 53 Sy *> might also mean: ¢hou hast not come 

upon them breaking in, but on account of all this, that is, thou hast murdered them 

on account of all thy sins and evil deeds, because they would not connive at 

them, but rebuked thee for them; and this might refer to the murdered prophets 
of v. 30: ‘p3 O71 is actually used in this way in 2 K. 21,16; 24,4. The ex- 

pression would, however, be extremely forced and unnatural. The reference of 

mb 52 to JBID: Z have not found it (the blood of the murdered) 27 the place of 
breaking in, but upon all these (the edges of thy garments), is likewise unsatis- 
factory. It would seem to be the simplest plan to connect the words with the follow- 

ing verse: but in spite of all this thou sayest: J am innocent, But here, too, serious 

philological difficulties arise, and, moreover, this explanation is excluded by the 

structure of both verses, according to which the words in question or their equi- 
valent can only be connected with v. 34. No certain restoration of this corrupt 

passage has so far been offered. 

Al begins the verse with the word 1x3, which causes considerable difficulty. 

It cannot mean wilgo dicitur (3), and it is impossible to supply a form of "px. 
The assumption that the phrase ‘x mim 1253 4 has been omitted, or that "#8" 

soem wwe 3 °ON TM is to be supplied from v. 6, is excluded by the fact that 
3,1 forms the immediate continuation of 2,37. It would seem, therefore, more 

natural to take DXb (2,37) as the verbum dicendi or sentiend? wpon which 9x9 

depends. But the intervention of the words n7> sm*5yn xd) is opposed to this view. 
We must, therefore, in accordance with 6S, omit the word, though it is difficult to 

say how it got into the passage, since it can hardly be regarded as a dittogram 
of the preceding ond. It might possibly be the corrupt remnant of a verse that 
has entirely dropped out, since the context, although intelligible as it stands, 

would certainly be clearer if some such idea intervened as we find in Hos. 2,9: 

fe) 

i) 
Lat 

Then shalt thou say: I will return to my former husband, for I was better off 30 

then than now. 

Al K¢thib snsnp and ‘n35. 
The K°¢thib 181pn and ‘awn, expressly attested by 6 and 3, has been unneces- 

sarily altered by the Qfré to ‘spn and ‘awn. 
MBX is expressly recognized by the Masora as an incorrect spelling for 8548. 
dvtwe eic weddosg Yoav ot Bouvol Kai } dUvauic TWY Spe€wv, GSI and apparently 

also €; AX 16 TAN90¢ TWv 6péwv, which gives a better sense, and correctly omits 

the copula. 4l has oy 7 yieT niynam 1pw> jax. The simple change of the punc- 

tuation to }i#7 is of no service, since the idea would still be very awkwardly ex- 
pressed. No such form as MY33 or nYa39 for AY3a occurs, nor did the Masorites 

find it here. In spite of 23,23 and wy 1o1,7; Prov. 12,17; 19,5.9, it is altogether 

impossible to divide differently and read niy33 DPW, and nothing else remains 

than to assume a clerical error and strike out the ». 

Verses 1 and 2 are an amplification of the words of JHVH in 3,227, but both in 

thought and expression decidedly foreign to the style of Jeremiah. © presents 

them in a characteristically different form, in which their un-Jeremian character 
appears still more distinctly: éav émotpagf) lopand, A€eyer KUpioc, mpdg he Etr- 

oTpapryoetat, kal €dv TepléAn TA PSEAVYUATA aUTOD eK OTdUATOS avTOU, Kal Grd 

TOV TPoGWTOU Lod EvAGBNHOA, Kal dudon* ZA KUproc, peta GANGeElac ev Kpioel Kal 

dikaioovvn, Kai EvAoYYGouGIW ev atm €bvyn Kai év adtTw aivéoovor tw Hew ev 

lepovoadnu. In reality, 4,3 forms the immediate continuation of 3,25 and con- 

tains the answer of JHVH to Israel’s confession in 3,22-25. 
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«a Critical Motes on FeremiaB 

As this verse mentions the eleventh year of Zedekiah it cannot have been 

written in the fourth or fifth year of Jehoiakim. 
MM K*thib Jus. Y 

M-+onnd; but as early as Sir. 49,7 the words are quoted in the form éxpiZobv 

Kai Kaxodv Kai d&trokAvetv Woattws oikodouelv Kal KaTa@MuTeEvelv. 

Annan; but G exxavOnoeta, as in the foregoing verse AeByta UToKaIduEVoy, 

and as is required by the parallel with the preceding vision. 

Atl nian; perhaps a mere clerical error; cf 2,25; 8,6; 17,23. The same variant 

occurs 51,58. 

Al 3215, which is in every respect strange. 6 well renders émi theiov opddpa= 

Skb 7a. 
ApAs, Maw, so GJ; cf also 5,5. This may have been intended by 4, but the 

pointing is ‘A72Y% and ‘ApA3, and the first person is expressly confirmed by €$ 
"AO. 
The K*thib ays, confirmed by 633, is altered by the Qfré to Wayx; so also €. 

4 has }ba7, as in 22,26 AIMS ps7, which is contrary to syntax, and only occurs 
in rare instances in very doubtful passages. 
A K*thib was. 
Al K¢thib Jaa), a mere clerical error; cf ad 1,18. 
The K&thib ‘3nc5", confirmed by 6S@, is unnecessarily altered by the Q*ré to 

sn. 
M inp. G correctly edczacGe. 

31) [For mayo (STADE, § 302°: mbBN®) cof Dr. MARTIN JAGER’s note in his paper 
on the semivowel * in Assyrian, printed in DELITZSCH’s and HAuPt’s Bettrage 
zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft, vol. i, p. 471 below. JAGER considers the 

appended 7° in mYDRB; Myon (wy 89,9); MNIM>w (Cant. 8,6) an enclitic emphatic 
particle. — P. H.] 

G ov emovnpevow Tod miavat Tag d6d0U¢ cov, and this parallelism between ‘2WN 3 

and niyim was certainly intended in the original text. 1 reads nip vavns 
nte> (K*thib ‘nt99), which has about the same meaning, but is very unnaturally 

expressed: thou hast taught thy ways evil. 
M + O28, which disturbs the parallelismus membrorum, and introduces an 

erroneous, or at least misleading feature into the figure. 
Al has at the end of the verse :m>x~b> 5y “>, which is read by GS mx, emi mdon 
dpui. The understanding of the passage is rendered difficult by the ambiguity 
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aa Arrangement of (he Text e- 

lo the present edition of the Book of Jeremiah the text is arranged in 

chronological order. The first section of the book (pp. 1—13) contains the 

discourses which appear to have been delivered during the first twenty-three 

years of the prophet’s ministry (B. C. 626—6o4). They were probably contained 

in the original roll written down in the fourth or fifth year of Jehoiakim (B. C. 

608—597) 7. e. 604 (cf the account in c. 38). Then follow the discourses delivered 

in the later years of Jehoiakim (pp. 13—16) as well as during the reigns of 

Jehoiachin (597 B. C.; pp. 16.17) and Zedekiah (596—586 B. C.; pp. 17—23), 

and after the destruction of Jerusalem (July 586 B. C.; pp. 23—25). An appendix 
(p. 26) contains some displaced genuine passages of Jeremiah which cannot be 
assigned to their proper places. 

The second part of the book (pp. 27—37) comprises a collection of biogra- 

phical chapters concerning Jeremiah’s life. They were evidently written after the 

death of the prophet (which probably occurred shortly after 586) by a person 
who appears to have been well informed. 

Finally there follow some sections (pp. 38—43) written neither by Jeremiah 

nor by the author of the biographical chapters. 

Later glosses and interpolations within the several sections are relezated 
from the text to the foot of the pages. 

The arguments for this arrangement of the text are given in the explana- 

tory notes on the English translation of the book. 

<= 

som Rist of Contribufors exe 

Genesis: C. J. Ball (London). 

Exodus: Herbert E. Ryle (Cambridge). 

and H. A. Leviticus: S. R. Driver 

White (Oxford). 
Numbers: J. A. Paterson (Edinburgh). 
Deuteronomy: Geo. A. Smith (Glasgow). 

Joshua: W. H. Bennett (London). 

Judges: Geo. F. Moore (Andover). 
Samuel: K. Budde (Strassburg). 
Kings: 

Schwally (Strassburg), 
Isaiah: T. K. Cheyne (Oxford). 

Jeremiah: C. H. Cornill (K6nigsberg). 
Ezekiel: C. H. Toy (Cambridge, Mass.). 

Hosea: A. Socin (Leipzig). 

Joel: Francis Brown (New York). 
Amos: John Taylor (Winchcombe). 

Obadiah: Andrew Harper(Melbourne). 
Jonah: Friedrich Delitzsch (Breslau). 
Micah: J. F. McCurdy (Toronto). 
Nahum: Alfred Jeremias (Leipzig). 

* Died September 12th 1892. 

B. Stade (Giessen) and F. 

Habakkuk: W. H. Ward (New York). 2 
Zephaniah: E. L. Curtis (New Haven). 
Haggai: G. A. Cooke (Oxford). 

Zechariah: W. R. Harper (Chicago). 
Malachi: C. G. Montefiore and I. Abra- 

hams (London). 
Psalms: J. Wellhausen (Gottingen). 
Proverbs: A. Miiller* and E. Kautzsch 

(Halle). 

Job: C. Siegfried (Jena). 

Song of Songs: Russell 

(London). 
Ruth: C. A. Briggs (New York). 
Lamentations: M. Jastrow, Jr. (Phila- 

delphia).-- 
Ecclesiastes: Paul Haupt (Baltimore), 
Esther: T. kK. Abbott (Dublin). 
Daniel: A. Kamphausen (Bonn). 

ee } H. Guthe (Leipzig). 

Chronicles: R. Kittel (Breslau). 

Martineau 

++ Professor A. Kuenen who had agreed to do the book died December loth 1891, 
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